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The BG News

FRIDAY, Sept. 1 1, 1998

A daily independent student press

Volume 85* No. 13

Paohel Council
revamps sorority
rushing process
■ Bowling Green football
team faces No. 9
ranked Penn State.

□ To increase participation, the Panhellenic
Council has made
some changes to the
"rushing" process.
By TRACY WOOD
The BG News

■ The men's and
women's cross country
teams are hosting Ohio.
Marshall and Michigan.

■ The Black Swamp Arts
Festival is this weekend.
Natalie Flickinger previews the weekend.
■ We've got CD and
video reviews, plus the
summer of '98: "The Summer That Wasn't."
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■ Many Americans continue to react to Starr's
investigation.

■ New study just
released claims many
college students are
drinking to get drunk.
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"The best insurance
policy for tomorrow is
to make the most
productive use of
today."
author unknown

Visit our new website
soon for interactive
reporting and updated
news:
WWW.

bgnews.com
If you have a news tip or
have an idea for a story,
call anytime and ask to
speak with an editor.

372-6966
(

This weekend will be the kick
off for Greek recruitment.
Incoming freshman, as well as
those students who are returning
to the University, will be able to
find out more about Greek life
and the changes made to the system.
The Panhellenic Council is
hoping to increase the numbers
of people participating this year
by making some changes.
According to Jennifer Tudor,
senior education major and vice
president of recruitment, the
biggest difference was changing
the name from "rush" to
"recruitment."
"'Rush' had a negative stereotype and realistically we're
recruiting women to join sororities and be a part of the Greek
system," Tudor said.
Another change made was
having recruitment begin after

school begins instead of the
week before. The process will
also include more conversation
and communication with less
rules. Tudor hopes the changes
will strengthen the Greek system
and get more women to join and
become involved in sororities.
"Being a part of a sorority
offers huge opportunities, networking, sisterhood and has
made my college experience
more enjoyable and beneficial,"
Tudor said.
Jenelle SchultZ, senior elementary education major and
recruitment chair for a sorority,
has been working closely with
other chapter recruitment chairs
to organize and promote Greek
unity.
Recruitment
chairs
are
responsible
for
providing
recruitment information to their
individual chapters, organizing
internal recruitment activities
within their chapter and keeping
spirit and morale high.
Women going through the
recruitment process should
expect to meet a variety of people with different background-,
and interests. According to
Schultz, the recruitment process
l See GREEK, page six.

Campus

Organization
focuses on
self-concept
J Improving selfimage and giving
women a place to turn
is the focus of the new
campus group Turning Points.
By CAROLYN STECKEL
The BG News

BG News Photo/SCOTT FAUBER
Erin McChesney decorates the Alpha Chi Omega for upcoming sorority recruitment. The Panhellenic Council has made
many changes to the recruitment process for all sororities this
year.

College Station gets makeover
The other side of the bar will provide
entertainment, with a variety of music, new
lights and a dance floor surrounded with
mirrors.
The bar will also be serving food for the
first time since College Station has been
open. Food will be offered until 10 p.m. and
will be prepared by a greaseless fryer. The
food will be reduced fat and will consist of a
variety of finger foods such as hot dogs,
wings and hamburgers
The bar will also be available to any organizations who would like to make reservations in advance to have a party or raise
money for charity. Meeks encourages any
local organization to use the facility to raise
money for a charitable event.
Brooke Curren, senior theater major, has
held many functions in the past at College
BG New* Photo/ JASON SUGGS Station for her sorority and plans to hold
more in the future.
Patrons sit at the bar of the newly remodeled College Station.
"College Station has always been a fun
place to sponsor sorority events; they've
been very cooperative and the new atmos□ The bar has been cooking up once-gloomy atmosphere.
"College Station is one of the only bars in phere would be another incentive to plan
renovations and opens today to town that caters to both students and sur- events there," said Curren.
show off its renovations.
rounding community members," said Dave
There will continue to be daily specials
Meeks, owner of the bar.
and happy hours every night until 9 p.m. The
Meeks said the College Station has not first low days the bar is open will be ladies'
opened yet this school year because of exten- night. College Station welcomes everyone
By TRACY WOOD
sive remodeling. Meeks said he had been who is eighteen and over.
The BG News
happy with business in the past, but felt it
College Station is located at 1616 East
Wooster in the Greenwood Centre. The locaThe College Station has been catering to was time for a change.
The remodeled bar will be split up into tion of the bar should not discourage people
students and the community since 1982, and
will reopen today with a whole new look and two main areas. One area will concentrate on from checking out changes made from the
a sports theme with a big screen TV, in addi- previous year. Meeks would encourage stuatmosphere.
The old College Station might be remem- tion to the six other television sets through- dents and people in the community to see the
bered as dark and dingy. However, the new out the bar. The extended bar increases the new atmosphere.
"College Station is the best reason not to
southwestern color scheme brightens up the number of seats available and has a water
panel behind the bar to add visual effects
go downtown," Meeks said.

Women on campus now have a
place to turn when they experience problems with their selfimage.
Turning Points is a group that
assists women in the early stages
of eating disorders or those who
have overly excessive concerns
about weight and appearance.
According to Elayne Jacoby, a
nurse practitioner and co-facilitator of Turning Points, the group is
not to be considered therapy.
"It is an informal educational
discussion on weight, shape and
normal eating." Jacoby said.
The program will be presented
in a seven part video series. Each
video is 16 to 22 minutes long.
Topics of the videos include
the purpose of the group and its
goals, societal expectations, the
reason diets do not work and why
they arc dangerous, normal eating, coping strategies and how to
maintain healthy behaviors.
"The groups are made up of 10
to 15 people and there are three
co-facilitators." Jacoby said.
"Also, everything remains totally
confidential."
According to Diane Tinsman. a
counselor at the Counseling Center and co-facilitator, the purpose
of having three co-facilitators is to
get different points of views.
"We each have our own area of
specialty." she said.
The other co-facilitator of the
group is Tonya Hefner. She is a
registered and licensed dietitian,
and a nutrition educator at the
University.
"Though I attend every session,
there are two sessions that focus
on food and nutrition so 1 will be
dealing with those the most,"
Hefner said.
This is the third semester that
the group will be meeting, but
this will be Hefner's first experience with the group.
"I'm excited." she said. "I'm not
sure what I'm looking forward to
since it is my first group, but I
hope the students find it helpful
and beneficial."
According to Jacoby. the group
is most helpful in that the students will be hearing from others
who share their concerns as well.
"It will help students recognize
that you can eat healthy and be
happy and use your energy to
focus on other goals." she said.
Jacoby also said that there Is
tremendous need for this type of
group.
"Eating disorders definitely
• See DISORDERS, page six.

Education Abroad Programs offer taste of culture
J The University's Study
Abroad Programs give students a chance to learn
another culture while being
in school.
By IVY CHIN
The BG News
In this interconnecting world, understanding another culture and having the
experience of living abroad can increase
employment and self-enhancement.

Education Abroad Programs, formally
known as Study Abroad Programs, allow
University students the opportunity to
participate in a variety of programs and
discover the world while they aft .it
school.
Students can choose to spend a year, a
semester, or a summer session abroad in
one of 19 countries.
Sally Raymont, director of Education
Abroad Programs, encourages students to
come to the informational sessions .uid
explore the programs that are available.
"Any student can study abroad; however, students should plan early, preferably a whole year in advance," Raymont

\

said.
Raymont recommends applying early
to study abroad. She said students will
have more time to look for additional
financial aid and will have more country
options.
Students also have to arrange their
schedules in order to avoid spending
extra time in school after participating in
the program.
Raymont also said that some students
have the wrong perception that study
abroad is costly. She said it is not much
more expense, but it does depend on
where the students study.
The program also helps students deal

with financial aid applications and budget issues. International education committees will select those eligible students
for the financial aid that is available. Travel grant money is also available for undergraduate students to study abroad.
Before the students leave for their designated country, a pre-departure orientation will be held for them. A re-entry session will be held for returnees to share
their experiences and tell their feelings
about coming back to the United States
and Bowling Green to other students.
Shanna Marsh, senior elementary and
• See ABROAD, page six.
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Opinion

Real education begins with balance
My father leaches middle school
in a rural Georgia town. He is
often physically threatened by his
students because he makes them
work. Now. my father is a former
Master Sergeant in the Marine
Corps, so he demands discipline in
his class. But can there be any
education whatsoever where students have no respect for the
teacher?
My freshman year at BG. I took
a philosophy course. I worked
hard in this class, and when 1 went
to the teacher with questions. I
was treated with no respect and
my problems were never addressed
Inside or out of class. If I'm paying
money to sit in class and be
taught, then my teacher will
address my questions, or they will
address a refund check to me!
Can there be any education at all
when the teacher doesn't respect
the student?
From kindergarten to 12th
grade, we spent roughly 14.000
hours in school preparing to
become responsible citizens. We
were taught lies like: Columbus
discovered America in 1492. We
were shielded from uncomfortable
domestic facts. For example, over
20 million Native Americans were
slaughtered in a holocaust provoked by the American policy of
Manifest Destiny. How many
hours were spent teaching us
about Important things like: how
to manage finances, how to have a
relationship that doesn't eventually fall apart, how to participate in
a capitalistic system instead of
becoming a proletariat doomed to
dwell in a working class cage?

Education today is based upon
seeking security in specialization.
Instead of a holistic understanding
of the world, students are doomed
to specialize in (for example) the
geologic evolution of a certain type
of rock strata in Mexico rather
than a well-rounded and integrated thinker. Specialization is strangling education. Can the specialist
become an integrated human
being? Only when they cease to be
a specialist!
Conventional education is producing mediocrity in the human
mind. We are acquiring knowledge
and technique, but as a whole we
are becoming exponentially more
ignorant. Conventional education
is not concerned with independent
thought or intelligence. I postulate
that it is antagonistic to integrated
thinking. The function of education is to bring about integrated
individuals; people that are in
touch with their own feelings and
the feelings of others around them;
people aware of their environment
and their place in it.
True education cultivates an
integrated relationship with life. It

awakens s»lf-awareness.
Self- aroma of the truth that if you can't
awareness is understanding the connect the concepts of every class
entire psychological movement of you're taking at this university,
"lie's own mind.
then you don't need to be in colAwareness is understanding
lege! Don't Just sit in class and
where thought ends and has no
further validity.
Obviously collect words that you'll regurgithought is important in acquiring tate mindlessly in papers. Stand
knowledge and learning certain up and think!
The world doesn't need ideals,
techniques. But in human relationships thought only separates slogans and buzzwords. We don't
and divides people through need second comings and faith
images.
Understanding where healings We need intelligent, intethought becomes detrimental to
grated thinkers who are free of
life is the beginning of awareness,
fear, free of Images, free from
education and intelligence.
Self-awareness is a creative nationalistic and religious propastate of mind and it is the first and ganda.
It is only when we are comonly step toward complete freedom.
pletely free from all of these things,
Conventional education is not and the web of tradition, that we
concerned with true freedom. It will understand what compassion
only wants to mechanize the mind
through formulae and patterns. really is.
But intelligence is not a pattern,
The
integrated
individual
and it cannot be measured. Intelligence is a state of mental freedom approaches their education with
and it's free flowing and creative compassion and intelligence. The
It doesn't belong to any person and truly educated individual holds
it can't be found in any book. I both, because they are inseparacan't give you freedom any more ble.
that some 2.000-year-old icon or a
Make no mistake about it. withgroup of people who stockpile guns
out compassion and intelligence,
and talk about god.
If you don't believe me. try no human conflict will ever be
telling a philosophy Ph.D. that solved by petty social reform.
thought is limited. Try telling Without a radical change in our
someone whose entire life is based educational approach as students,
upon the worship of thought and teachers, citizens and individuals,
words, that there is a point where we only contribute to the holoit all completely comes to an end. caust of our own species.
Ask them about the space between
two thoughts. You'll be laughed
Josh Minion can be reached at
out of class the same way I was!
When that happened I caught an jminton@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Opinion Editor
Natalie Miller
372-2604

PEOPLE ON THE
STREET
Do you think that the world will be a better or a worse place 100 yrs, from now?

Gary Braun
Graduate

Jim P. Cross
Sophomore
Criminal Justice
"It will be better
because technology will make things
better."

Geology
"It will probably be
a worse place
because people
have a wreckless
way with nature."

Lindsey Niewierski
Junior
IPC/P.R.
"Hopefully it will
be a better place.
People will realize
it is a bad place
and try to make it
better."

By : Michael Stipkala
Kevin Hussey
Senior
Political Science/History
"The world will be a
better place because
Bowling Green will
have parking for
everyone."

Kelli Burkitt
Freshman
Art Education
"I think it will be worse. We
are on a downward spiral
already. Children of
tomorrow will care less
than we do."

The BG News
"An independent student voice serving
Bowling Green since 1920"
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-2601
E-mail: bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu
DARLA WARNOCK
Editor-in-Chief

Thinness deceptively portrays health
The Real Weight Loss SolutionTry This New 10 Step Plan"
"10 Easy Ways to Improve
Your Diet"
"You Can Learn to Love
Exercise"
"Slim down Dinner Tonight"
Hello!? Are these headlines
appealing to all of you males out
there?
Are you interested in "slimming
down your dinner tonight?" I didn't think so. More or less, these
. are some headlines printed on the
covers of three different issues of
the same magazine. Does it mean
;
anything that the name of this
magazine Is "Health." not "Solu. tions to Every Woman's Weight
Problems?" This is a very unbiased title for a magazine. "Health."
shouldn't it appeal to males and
females, right? However, all three
of these issues display pictures of
young,
healthy-looking,
thin
women
Now guys. If you saw this magazine lying on a table in an office of
some sort, would you pick it up?
Keep in mind that the cover shows
a picture of a young woman Jogging through a park, surrounded
i by headline^ concerning weight

loss. Or would you rather pick up
the copy of "Rolling Stone" lylngbe
side it? I can take a pretty good
guess that you would not pick up
a magazine that appears to be
about women and weight loss, but
please correct me if I'm wrong.
The title of this magazine is
"Health." I believe I read it correctly. My point is that this unblased/unsexist title is ironically
directed at women only, as if
women are the only ones who
should be worried about their
health, specifically their weight.
Why is society so focused on the
weight loss of women? We women
can definitely agree that almost
every magazine we pick up (direct-

ed toward females) will include
something about losing weight.
Even my little sister's Teen"
magazine, directed at girls ages 13
and up. includes special dieting
solutions. As if a 13-year-old girl
needs to worry about her weight.
From the time we are very
young, society teaches us that thin
is beautiful. And if we don't measure up to the ideal body Image,
then that makes us "less."
An Ideal is like a stereotype. It
Is a "picture in our heads'— resistant to change, frequently inconsistent, has many limits, and is
almost always based on false information. The "ideal" contains only
characteristics that society holds
desirable. Its purpose is comprable
to a standard or a goal.
Ideals often times, seem innocent. For example, a photograph
of a thin woman on the cover of
"Health"
magazine
portrays
healthy, right?
Maybe she is healthy, but
women who are larger than the
cover model may be heakhy also.
Why don't they show a picture of a
woman of 5' and 140 lbs. Jogging
through a park? Just because
women don't wrt';h 105 lbs. at

5'9", doesn't mean we are
unhealthy.
We all have different genes and
body structures, yet we are all
pressured to stay under a certain
weight limit in order to be accepted by society. How does anyone
else know what our bodies need or
require?
My only advice to myself and
every other female is to accept
yourself Internally as well as externally. Love who you are as an individual and others will love you the
same. Set your own goals and
strive to measure up to your own
standards.
And please don't starve yourself
or begin/continue vomiting to try
to measure up to society's ideal
female body, because in reality it
doesn't exist.
"Life is a dream- the only
thing real Is you."
Frances Sawyer can be reached
atfransaw9bgnel.bg3U.edu

SARAH BEDNARSKI
Managing Editor

NATALIE MILLER
Opinion Editor

BRANDIBARHITE
Assistant Managing Editor

KIM WILFONG
Copy Chief

MIKE WENDLING
Chief Reporter

TOD MCCLOSKEY
Sports Editor

JASON SUGGS
Photo Editor

JOHN WENZEL
Entertainment Editor

TARA CANNON
Graphics Editor
Melissa Naymik
Ana Perlera
Brian Taylor
Denise Domanski
G. Michael Graham
Stephanie Schneider
Scott Zimmer
Scott Fauber

. . Special Projects Editor
. . .Wire Editor
. . Assistant Opinion Editor
. . .Assistant Copy Chief
. . Assistant Sports Editor
. . .Assistant Graphics Editor
. . Assistant Graphics Editor
. . .Assistant Photo Editor
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Have a problem? Need some advice on what you should do? Write a letter or e-mail Tr» N«ws at
bgnews@bgnet bgsu edu.
Dear BG News:
Sometimes when I drink too
much alcohol 1 black out. Why
does this occur?
Concerned, Founders
Dear Concerned:
When you drink alcohol it
goes to the stomach and small
intestine, and then enters the
bloodstream. Once there, alcohol goes to every organ in the
body including the brain.
If a person drinks too much,
the increased level of alcohol in
the brain gets in the way of his
or her ability to process information and store memories. A
blackout is a serious sign of the
misuses of alcohol.
Dear BG N,
1 s iniginal discharge normal?
Anonymous
Dear Anonymous:
It is normal for women to
experience vaginal discharge.
The color and consistency of
the discharge changes normally
throughout
the menstrual
cycle. At times the discharge
may be clear and stringy particularly .it the time of ovulation.

At other times during the
month the discharge may
become white and tacky. If you
experience discharge that is different from what you normally
experience or have an unusual
odor or itching and irritation
contact the Student Health Service for an appointment to see a
nurse practitioner for an exam
to check for vaginal infection.
Dear BC News:
At what point am I legally
drunk?
Anonymous
Dear Anonymous:
According to the laws of the
State of Ohio, if you are 21 you
are legally drunk and can be
charged with a DUI if your
blood alcohol level is .10. If you
are under 21, you may be
charged with a DUI with a
blood alcohol level of .02.
Dear BG News:
Wliy do 1 feel warm when I
drink?
Anonymous
Dear Anonymous:
When you drink alcohol it

goes to the stomach and small
intestine, and then enters the
blood stream. Once there, alcohol goes to every organ in the
body including the brain.

32
35
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Dear BG News:
How much calcium do I need,
and where can I get it if I don't
drink milk?
Milk-less in Mac

41
42
43
44
46
46
50

Dear Milk-less in Mac:
The RDA for Calcium was
just increased to l,300mg for
9-18 year olds and l,000mg for
19-50 year olds. Although milk
is one of the best sources, there
are other ways you can get
your calcium. Both yogurt and
cheese are excellent sources, in
addition to certain brands of
tofu and calcium fortified soy
milk. It is also possible to get
smaller amounts of calcium
from leafy-green vegetables
and grain products.
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59 Plastic wrap
brand
60 Rescuer
62 Roman writer
63 Early garden
64 Zesty flavor
65 Water vapor
66 Fender damage
67 Ultimatum word
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Tibetan monk
Pass out cards
Smelling
leftovers
Currier and
Pugel Sound
whale
Established
custom
Samuel Clemens
Mosey along
Swindler's mark
IOU defaulter
Went by sleigh
Squeal to a halt
Paddled
Evidences a
response
The Stranger"
author
Latticework tor
vines
Feel poorly
Free-tor-all
Clean leathers
Machu Picchu
honcho
Fuss
Herbs with oily
seeds
Fidgety
Si. Sebastian,
eg.
Bruce and Laura
Involved with
Professors'
statuses
Gods food
Mouth moisture
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Walks lamely
Effective use
Commingle
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Depressing
experience
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6 Time stretch
7 Kind of rook or
rain
B Bowling alleys
9 More protected
from the sun
10 Fraternity letter
11 French
clergyman
12 _ monster
13 Editor's directive
18 Forum garb
22 Rubber city''
24 Sweetie
27 Anticipate warily
29 Is unable
30 Muscle spasms
31 Kill
32 Prepare for
finals
33 Verdi opera
34 Othello, e g
36 Plague (with)
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Harbors
Weatherproof
Equivalent word
Magnani and
Paquin
Albanian capital
Act offended
Lubricated
Other beau
Finger-thrower's
call
Mil. address
Nile cobras
Milkshake's
cousin
Runny cheese
Assistant
Wetland
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lODAY'S
SATURDAY

Partly Cloudy

Sunny
HIGH: 82

LOW: 53

HIGH: 82

LOW: 60

"Upcoming Events" if a »erv ice lo our reader! borrowed daily via the University web paf e. The calendar of events on the web
page has a more complete listing of events and can be accessed through "www.bgsu.edu".

Friday, 9/11/98

matches at the University of
Michigan Invitational

Breakfast in BG (7 a.m.)
101 Olscamp Hall. William
Gordon, executive director of the
American Library Association,
will discuss "Libraries in the
New Information Age." Cost is
$8 in advance and includes
breakfast buffet. Reservations
due by Sept. 7 to Carol Sanner at
372-2708 or Deb Boyce at
dboyce@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

UAO Jewelry Sale (10 a.m. 5 p.m.)
Education Steps.

Volleyball vs. Louisiana State
(10 a.m.)
Ann Arbor, Mich.. The Falcons face ISU in the first of three

»3
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Public Skating (Noon - 2

p.m.)

second of three matches for the
Falcons at the University of
Michigan Invitational
Black Swamp Arts Festival (5

p.m.)
Downtown BG. The musicstarts at 5 p.m., accompanied by
artists, food, drink and more fun
than Bowling Green has all year!

Ice Arena. Cheap Skate ($2
admission).

Shinny Hockey (2:15 p.m. 4:15 p.m.)
Ice Arena.
Volleyball at Michigan (3
p.m.)
Ann Arbor, Mich.. This is the

Shabbat service and dinner
(6 p.m.)
UCF Center (313 Thurstln
Avenue). Hillel will be hosting
its first Shabbat service of the fall
semester at the UCF center, with
dinner afterwards.
Men's Soccer at Dayton (7:30

ACT Preparation (9 a.m. - II

Olscamp 111.

p.m.)

a.m.)

Dayton, Ohio.
Media 100 User Certification
Workshop (8 p.m. - 5 p.m.)
Media 100 Lab. Receive
the perfect introduction to nonlinear media authoring on the
Media 100 systems in this workshop. Class meets again on September 12. Fee. For more information or to register, call Continuing Education, International &
Summer
Programs
at
419.372.8181.
UAO, Campus Film "Desperate Measures" (8 p.m. - 1
a.m.)

Bowl a Rama (9 p.m.)
Student Union bowling alley.
Dry Dock will be giving a free
bowling party with free pizza
and pop. All DRY DOCK events
are DRY!!!

Saturday, 9/12/98
Black Swamp Arts Festival (9
a.m.)
Downtown BG. The music
starts at noon, accompanied by
artists, art for kids, food, drink
and plenty more fun!

1103 Offenhauer West. Senior
high school students can prepare
for the ACT. Class meets through
October 17. Fee. For more information or to register, call Continuing Education, International &
Summer
Programs
at
419.372.8181.
GMAT Preparation (9 a.m. 1 p.m.)
Location TBA. Learn testtaking strategies and techniques
for this graduate school entrance
test. Class meets through Oct. 31.
Fee.

'V GUIDE SECTION (SEE PG. n FOR SAT. & SUN. LISTINGS)
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 11,1998
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CBS News

Wheel-Fortune

Ntwi B

ABCWi.

Enl. Tonighi

Nn if

NBC News

Changing Work

Bualnass Rpi

leopa'dy

Sneak Peek

Giace Under

JUG

:

1

MMnt-WMl

o» Saturday

Dateline I- Steieol »

Kids-DarnrJest

Candid Camera

Boy Mis. World

Teen Angel X

Lew 1 Order' Bu-Oen

h Stereo)

Late Show 1

'.■■':

News X

20/20 :

News.it

Nightline it

Homicide: Lite on the Street X

NewsX

Tonight Show

Newshour With Jim Lehrer i:

Wash Week

Wall St. Week

Return to Ihe Lion's Den "

Faith and Reason (In Stereo) X

Charlie Rose ih teieo)X

Kswthoul HHItll , m Lehrer •:

Editors

McLaughlin

Wash Week

Wall St Week

Return to Ihe Lion's Den .«

Terry Anderson Interview

Monty Python

Charlie Rose <f

Horn* Improve.

Semleld s

Itom improve

Living-Capln"!

M Personal

Millennium II (tlStKI '

News I

Simpsons B

Jerry Springer

Wjd Ahoul Vou

• si W.llc Me

CD
rr\

lews

1

5-mesons

PA: «

ICoach n

Collectible Knives

Home Improve

Collectible Knives

(Major League Baseball DfltOl Taje** at Boston Red So" From Fenway Park -Live

[News

Fresh Prince

1 Deep Space 9

For Persons 4-64 Years of Age
$1.25 Fare
For Elderly, Disabled Persons. & Children 4-13 w/Adult
Transit I.D. Card Required*
•Available at Grant's Administrator's Office. 354-6203
▼
Discount Taxi Tickets Available. Please Call 354-6203 For Information
▼

Children Ride Free*

CABLE STATIONS
AMC

"
DISC

■ -

Movie

Movie ■•

HBO
HIST
MTV
SC

'.' j '

Sou-Ma."

■
Up Close

SportsceMer

Juliaqeous'

1 Can l Believe

5 '■ Movie
Four Years of Thunder (Hi

Auto Racing '.A
Show-Funny

Show-Funny

Indians' Game

Renovation

Renovation

Batman Series IBatman Series

Fashion TV

IRock ol Ages

Vaytge

RmberWENN

iMov* .. War (Sd»0f IneOeep"' ■:' 965)

Movie t.'. Jffm,Bec.c«rr(l9t)l.(^im*oV)AntrioriyMic»iaelHaii

Movie:..'i 'BackloScnoor(1396.Come<)>)RodneyDanger'sW

Wild Discovery KomodO

Raging Planet "Bkuaid (R)

Discovery Me«s World-Wond

Movie:t.', '8«w0ut"(i98l.Suspense) JohnTravolta (tnSteieo)
»■■•■

I'."

Oh No! Mi. Bill

..'■'' 1- .'■■ ."
|Lile, Camera

1 Justice Files Hard Evidence' (R)

Movie:..', "Scar(ace(i983.Drama)AlPacro (InStereo)X

'NASCAR s Greatest Dr.vers

JBasehall

[Movie.' •• &OTMiAcad«i;/-(i98«. ConiedylHoDetiCu*

Sportecenter X
700 Club

Inside IheNFlFl ) tin Stereo) X

Movie:... "Escape From New Vorir-|i98i)'R

?0thCentuiy the Tele... :

Five Points Gangs tR)

Man Who Killed Kennedy (Ri

Men Who Killed Kennedy .'Rl *

As It Happened: AFK

Spice Girls Favorite Videos (R)

Total Request (In Stereo)

Malt Damon

ftmfclR)

5 00i Spice Girls Favorite Videos . Fi. i Stereo)
Sports News

ill'

VHl

|Gimm. Shttttt (Ft}

Tne Chairman '(1969. Suspeosei Gregory Peck

SCIFI ■.mazing Stories

TIC

Movie ..i

"

1986 Comedy)C ThomasHow.lt

Wings Floniei Retueax iFti

ENC

FAM

P

jMovie: ..', 'WMiVni'-figgg .Comedy) Jack* Chen NeTX

M«|oi League Baseball Ch>^go White Soiai Cleveland Indians From Jacobs Field -Live)

1 Fanatic (R)

FOX Sports News

|ChrisRock it

Tekwar Tek^stice Jake is put on trial tor k ding his ex wrle s husband

Sighting* iR) X |SUf Tn* X

Home Again |Rj Home Again, R,

18 Hours Kidnapping cases (R)

MFM ■

41 Hours K«Jnapp<ig cases. (R)

Eft Chcago Heal' {In Siereo) X

Movie:.. -Bc«iri(Poeir(t9B3.0iama) Wesley Snipes Dennis Hopper

Movie: eeh "Sugar Mr (1993. Drama) Wesley Snipes, M<iiaei Wright

Frertiareid!

Johnny Bravo

Tei Avery

lOeiter s Lab

1 Am maniacs

Cow (Chicken jWmd-UpWoH

ToonHeeds

Movie: e.'i 'Dragnef"(l9B7.Comedy)Dan Aykroyd (In Stereo)!

-lard Pock Live I SMN0]

Movie:.. Etas aM Me ! 1989. Drama: Da* Mdkifl Based on Placate Presley's rolssionsha; ««h Elvis

[Elvis Lues II

Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight
Monday • Saturday
Restricted Hours on Holidays

Service Area Bowling Green
Pleaie lei driver know how
m»ny person* will
be nding

B.G. Taxi
352-0796

Cartoon Planet ISpace Ghost

Xena Warrior PrmctM (In Stereo) Walker. Texas Ranger (In Stereo)
Rock-RollJeo

Van w/Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Sealing

|Love*ie|R:

FOX Sports News

Sigrilings M S Star Trek Dagger ol the V ■

Oil Derrick (R)

•4 Years or Younger, or Under 40 Pounds, with an Adult
Children Must Ride in Child Restraint Scats Provided
▼

Movie: •»', "Tr»mors"(1990)X

t

< • 1,1.1

HI Inn

in ^ ,.,,.

This service is financed in pan from
assistance gram from
ODOTAFTA

iBl.Taui inlormation is
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Americans react to Starr's
extensive investigation

_J Majority of Ameri■ BABY SWITCH ■■■■■^■■■■■■■■■■■■1 cans believe Clinton
DNA results confirm ID of switched baby's
should remain in
father
office.
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (AP) — The ex-boyfriend of a woman
whose child support case led to the discovery that her baby was
switched at birth is the father of the girl sent home with another family, tests have confirmed.
There is a 99.9 percent chance that Carlton Conley is Rebecca
Grace Chittum's biological father, according to DNA test results
released Wednesday.
A test last month confirmed that Rebecca's biological mother is
Conley's ex-girlfriend, Paula Johnson, who has raised the other girl
involved in the switch, Callie Marie Conley.
Last week, another test proved that Callie is the biological daughter of Kevin Outturn and Whitney Rogers, both of whom died in a
. car crash July 4.
The two girls were bom about 16 hours apart at the University of
Virginia Medical Center in June 1995. Hospital officials believe they
were switched shortly before the respective parents took their babies
home.
Rebecca is being raised by the parents of the dead couple. Tommy
■and Brenda Rogers and Kevin Chittum's mother, Rosa Lee Chittum.
AH the families have said they want the girls to remain with the
families who have raised them and allow liberal visitation.

The Associated Press

"We have a lot of other things
to worry about," said a'health
care aide on a street in Columbus, Ohio. "They're wasting people's money," said a man on a
coffee break in Des Moines.
Without waiting to see what
prosecutor Kenneth Starr had
delivered to Congress, many
people on America's street corners Thursday had little appetite
for the national ordeal that an
impeachment might represent.
Not everyone, though: "I
think he needs to be held
accountable like everyone else,"
said Chris Stanley, 36, a carpet
PRISON ESCAPE
cleaner in St. Paul, Minn. "I just
don't get how some people think
,£Jew York prisoner dead after chase
it doesn't matter that he's pulling
I; SANDUSKY, Ohio (AP) — An escaped prisoner from New York
this kind of stuff in our Oval
Cjhot and killed himself Wednesday after a police chase on the Ohio
Office." said rancher B. R. Carter.
♦Sumpike, the State Highway Patrol said.
People's conversations with
lohn Anderson, who was wanted after escaping from a state
. prison in Syracuse, N.Y., was found in his car with a gunshot wound Associated Press reporters across
the country gave some hints
-to the head, said Lt. John Bom. He said troopers didn't fire any shots
about the nation's mood as the
during the chase.
House moved toward deciding
Anderson was spotted sleeping in a stolen car at a turnpike sere plaza early in the morning. Born said. The suspect saw the I whether to open a presidential
impeachment inquiry for only
approaching troopers and fled in his car.
He led them on a 25-mile chase before being slowed down by tire- the second time this century:
£deflaring devices put on the road. He then got off the interstate and
"I think he should be
pulled to the side of State Route 4.
impeached, not only for lying
By the time troopers reached his car, he had shot himself. Bom but because he was unfaithful in
".said.
general," said Taiya Schoff, 25, a
Anderson, 26, had been serving time for felony burglary.
waitress from Rensselaer, NY,
who was getting married on Fri•■■ TRAIN ACCIDENT w^mmammmmmmmmmm day and who once voted for
Clinton. Earl Allen, a real estate
Boy killed by train after lying on tracks
developer in Minot, N.D., said
^ CARLISLE, Ohio (AP) — A 15-year-old boy who was lying on rail- the country had known of Clin~road tracks was killed by a train.
ton's sexual behavior since 1992
.. According to a preliminary investigation Tuesday, Gary Michael "and it's taken us six years to gel
K Duncan and a friend were lying on the tracks about 4:30 a.m. Sunday
to the bottom of It"
'"near Duncan's home in this village 20 miles southwest of Dayton.
"A total embarrassment" for
.. The friend, whom police have declined to identify, was able to
the country, said Boston carpenLjump up and out of the way of the train. But Duncan did not,
ter George Morganelli, 37.
""although the engineer reported blowing his horn when he realized
that what he initially thought was debris on the tracks was a body.
"Although I believe he was sleeping, I can't confirm there wasn't
some other reason," said Franklin police Capt. Gerry Massey, who is
I directing the investigation.
Investigators were awaiting a report from the Montgomery Coun_J The number of stu; ty coroner's office.
Police say Duncan had attended a festival in nearby Franklin the dents who drink more
; night before but had left about 11:20 p.m. Neither police nor family than three times a
; members could explain why Duncan and his friend decided to lie
month jumped by 22
• down on the tracks.

Associated Press photo
Capitol Hill police officers help to deliver boxes of documents pertaining President Clinton from
independent counsel Kenneth Starr.
Bernadctte I uckett, 45, the
home health care aide who
expressed that view in Columbus, Ohio, ticked o(f matters she
thought more important: the
economy, taxes, social concerns.
Impeaching the president
"wouldn't be good for the country," said Patrick Monaghan, 31,

a cable television installer from
Annapolis, Md. "We have
enough problems as it is."
"His sexual life really has
nothing to do with running the
country," said Stepthine Hill, 37,
who works in a Wendy's in
downtown Columbus. "He didn't lie about anything that has to

do with the United States."
And in Richmond, Va., delivery man Larry Smith said, "What
he done, he didn't do anything to
hurt the country."
"At least he tries to get people
employed," said Crystal Lewis,
26, a brokerage house receptionist in Chicago.

Students drink just to get drunk

DISASTER IN ITALY
Earthquake shakes Italy, killing at least 1
ROME (AP) — An earthquake shook the mountain towns of
southern Italy on Wednesday, killing one person, injuring dozens
and shaking buildings to the point of collapse.
Panicked residents fled into the streets in towns close to the
quake's epicenter, 210 miles southeast of Rome. Italy's National Institute of Seismology put the preliminary magnitude at 5.5; the U.S.
Geological Survey in Colorado said it was 5.2.
The quake hit at midday, striking hardest between the towns of
Castelluccio Inferiore and Laino Borgo, where the regions of Calabria
and Basilicata meet.
A 24-year-old Italian tried to reach safety by parking his car and
fleeing on foot, but was killed by rocks tumbling loose from a cliff.
A dozen people were hospitalized, including a woman who broke
her arm as she fled her home. The others were being treated for cuts
from falling plaster or for shock.
Authorities said dozens of buildings were damaged and some
appeared on the brirtk of collapse. Fearing more damage, many families were planning to spend the night outdoors.

percent.
The Associated Press
BOSTON — More than half
the nation's college students
who drank did so to get drunk
last year, but the number of
binge drinkers was virtually

unchanged from lour years ago.
according to research released

today.
The survey of 14,521 students
by the Harvard School of Public
Health followed up on an analysis of 15,103 students In 1993.
Both surveys queried students
randomly at 130 colleges across
the country.
The report published in this
month's issue of the Journal of
American College Health shows
that more students who consumed alcohol did so to get
drunk — 39 percent in 1993 com-

Henry Wechsler, who headed
both studies.
Overall, 42.7 percent of students surveyed were considered
binge drinkers in 1997, a slight
decrease from the 44.1 percent in
1993. Wechsler said the drop is
attributed mostly to an increase
in students who do not drink at
all.
Nineteen percent of students
surveyed said they hadn't
touched a drink in a year, up
from 15.6 percent in the earlier
study.

Oldest astronaut
promotes exercise
□ Glenn advises no
expensive equipment
is needed to be fit.
The Associated Press

■ BAD DOUGH w^mmmmi^^^^^^^^^^m
Pillsbury recalls cookie dough
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Pillsbury Co. has recalled several thousand cases of its refrigerated chocolate chip cookie dough after discovering the product may contain wajnuts not listed on the package.
The recall was launched after it was discovered that 8,824 cases of
the company's walnut cookie dough were mislabeled as Pillsbury
Chocolate Chip Cookies, which does not bear a walnut ingredient.

Associated Press photo

Some people have an allergy to walnuts that can be fatal. No illnesses have been reported, the company said Tuesday.
Only 18 oz. refrigerated dough packages of Pillsbury Chocolate
Chip Cookies bearing the stamps "For Best Results Use Before Nov.
18 J" and "For Best Results Use Before Nov. 18 K" were recalled. The
date is printed on the side seam of the package.

Sen. John Gtei.n, D-Oh, held a news conference, Thursday. He
Is Joining the National Institute on Aging, NASA and the Public
Health Services Office on Women's Health to talk about exercise and fitness. Glenn is part of a public service announcement, promoting a 100 page exercise guide.

/

pared with 52 percent in 1997.
The number of students who
were drunk three or more times
in the month prior to answering
the survey jumped by 22 percent.
In both reports, fraternity and
sorority members were the
biggest alcohol guzzlers. Four
out of five of these students qualified as "binge" drinkers —
defined as five drinks in a row
for men and four drinks in a row
for women.
"I think fraternities are so
mired in alcohol, they're so into
it that they can't give it up," said

t.

WASHINGTON — The government wants to take advantage of
John Glenn's status as the oldest
astronaut — and fitness at age 77
— to motivate more Americans to
get moving.
"If you can only walk around
the room or up and down the halls
of tlic Innklirii" or around the block
once, do it." Glenn said Thursday
as he helped three government
agencies begin a campaign to motivate the over-50 set to f WIT 1st
Glenn, also a Democratic senator from Ohio, is featured In a television public service announce-

ment and contributed the opening
comments for a 100-page exercise
guide developed ' . the National
Institute on Aging.
The free book tries to show
older Americans why they ought to
exercise and how they can do it
without employing anything more
than a chair, towel or wall.
"You don't need equipment or a
lot of expensive stuff." said Glenn,
who lifts weights and takes brisk
daily walks.
NIA Director Richard Hodes.
M.D.. said the book was developed
in part because senior citizens
were asking what exercises they
could safely do at any age.
He said the guide Incorporates
all the available scientific research
Into the aging process and how
stretching and muscle-bulldlng
can improve overall health.
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Government files suit, Mesaba flies

Trial begins in
Jordan breachof -contract suit
□ Trial starts in movie
breach-of-contract suit
against Michael Jordan.
The Associated Press

Associated Pren Photo
Airline Pilot ALPA, Jerry Fielding, second from left, meets with ALPA members and representatives from Northwest Airlines outside Northwest Airline terminal in Romulus, Mich.

□ Northwest Airlines and
pilots meet to discuss resuming flights despite ongoing
strikes.

The Associated Press
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Northwest
Airlines and its striking pilots are still at
odds, though two feeder airlines planned
to resume flights to 17 smaller cities and
towns left without air service by the walkout.
Northwest and the pilots met with a
federal mediator and presidential aide
Bruce Lindsey on Wednesday, the 12th day
of the strike. Neither side reported any
progress in the talks, which have been
stalled on issues of pay and job security.
The strike by the 6,100 pilots began

Aug. 28 .ii
ust an airline since 1989, when .i machinists' strike
led to the coll
Airlines.
Northwest has laid off about 28,300 nonstriking empkn i
Ice began.
The Department of Transportation,
meanwhile, said it had filed suit against
one of the feeder carriers, Mesaba Airlines,
to make sure n
i- to more
than a dozen markets from Minneapolis
and Detroit It also sued Northwest, seeking a court order to ensure ground services
for the smaller airl
The agency gave Northwest's other
feeder carrier, ;
Urlines I, until
tonight to develop a plan to serve five
markets from Memphis, Term., said Phil
Reed, vice president of marketing for
Expn
It was unclear when the smaller airlines
would actually resume service to the
towns in 11 Midwestern and Southern
states.

Northwest said its support operations,
including reservations and ground handling, could only be provided on a day-today basis to the feeder airlines during the
strike.
'It's not like walking into a room and
flicking a switch," Northwest said in a
statement.
Northwest has canceled all domestic
flights through Saturday and all European
and Asian flights through Monday. It said
it had found alternative transportation for
slightly more than half of the 1 million
passengers booked for travel through Friday.
Newark, N.J.-based Kiwi International
Air Lines announced Wednesday it would
begin service to the Minneapolis market
this weekend.

AIDS research shows cell death
□ New research shows
how HIV suddenly
erupts, increases cell
death
The Associated Press
Molecular biologists may
have discovered how AIDS suddenly can erupt into a catastrophic illness after lurking for
years as a low-grade infection.
New research by a nationwide team of scientists suggests
that the human immunodeficiency virus eventually attacks a
class of dis.'.ise-fighting cells
produced by the immune system
that were thought to be impervious to attack by the virus.
The results, which have been
limited so far to test-tube experi-

ments, could pr.
makers with a new target lor I
designed to keep the virus in
check, as well .is vaccines aimed
at preventing infei
Researchers said the attack on
this different group of immune
cells, known as CDS 1 cells
gers an explosion ol
that exhausts the immune
tern and leaves the body v i
able to pneumonia and
secondary infections thai
cally kill most AIDS patii
The new study was publi
in the latest issi
Nature.
Exactly how AIDS affects the

CD8

ceils

though.
Researchers said one possibility is that the virus n
immune systi
I control" over its own powerful cells.
The disruption to il

chemical balance triggers a
potentially fatal domino effect
I hat not only leaves the body
vulnerable to infection, but also
tribute to the loss of
brain cells that causes AIDSd dementia and other
debilitating side efi
oils are proinal killers, they may do
US harm if they end up in
lid French
archer lean Claude
Ameisen of the Hospital Bichat
in Pai
i or several years, scientists
known that HIV readily
infects one type of immune cell
known as uV CD4, or helper T
cell, by locking onto a protein on
its surface and breaching its cell
wall
The C D6 cells were thought to
better protection. Yet in the
latter
\IDS, CDS cells

start dwindling rapidly, too.
Researchers said their experiments show that a strain of HIV
that usually evolves late in the
course of infection latches onto a
particular surface protein of the
CD8 cell known as CXCR4.
Unlike in CD4 cells, the virus
does not actually take over its
cellular machinery.
Instead, they report, when the
virus latches onto the CXCR4
protein the CD8 cell sees the
change as a kind of a death signal and commits suicide.
The cell death process is complex, and quickly involves an
array of other cell types that
soon may subvert the entire
immune system and lead to fullblown AIDS symptoms, said
lead author Georges Herbein of
the I'icower Institute for Medical
Research in Manhasset, NY.

The average
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produces
about 10 lbs.
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O week or about i. J
Q 25 lbs. per ^
/%
person.'
«
O

a
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BG Football at
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Considering
Graduate
School?
Come to a FREE Admissions
Seminar. You'll get:
■ the inside scoop on grad school admissions
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Location: BGSU
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CHICAGO — A towering figure in an impeccably tailored
gray suit rose from the defense
table in a crowded downtown
courtroom Thursday, and with a
sheepish grin told prospective
jurors seated 10 feet away, "I'm
Michael Jordan."
That obvious declaration
spelled out the challenge facing
attorneys handling a multimillion-dollar breach-of-contract
lawsuit against the Bulls superstar, alleging he reneged on a
deal to star in an obscure 1991
basketball film that flopped
without him.
Finding 12 people with
impartial feelings toward the
biggest sports hero in Chicago
history and arguably the greatest basketball star of all time
"will be an interesting challenge," plaintiffs' attorney Dean
Dickie said before entering the
courtroom.
The 1993 lawsuit accuses Jordan of backing out of the Chicago-made film, "Heaven is a
Playground" after signing a
1988 contract guaranteeing him
$350,000 plus 5 percent of the
film's profits.

Jordan was paid $50,000 up
front but returned the money
and filed a counterclaim alleging that the producers lied when
they told him they had obtained
financing in the summer of 1989,
when filming was supposed to
have begun.
Jordan and his agent, David
Falk, who also is named as a
defendant, also claim the contract was not legally binding.
The lawsuit seeks between
$16 million and $20 million in
damages, or roughly what the
producers think amounts to lost
earnings.
Jordan was to have portrayed
a playground basketball star
who loses, then regains, his love
of the game.
The film ultimately was made
with former Loyola Marymount
player Bo Kimble.
"Doesn't have the same ring,
does it?" Dickie said.
The production company.
Heaven Corp., says it lost
financing when Jordan reneged,
and the film, failing to get
national distribution, never
made a profit.
Jordan attended jury selection accompanied by his wife,
Juanita, and planned to be in
court throughout the trial
because "he doesn't run away
from things," said Jordan's
attorney, Fred Sperling.

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com
I i <c} A> r*d fademarit ol Itw Educational Test no. Service

A

OHIO'S LARGEST SELECTION

128 N. MAIN ST.

"YOUR MUSIC LIBRARY"

DOWNTOWN

NEW RELEASES • DEEP CATALOG
IMPORTS • JAZZ • BLUES • CLASSICAL
WORLD • POP • ROCK • RAP • RSB
SOUNDTRACKS • COUNTRY . FOLK

BEST SELECTION
GREAT PHICESI
•FIND IT AT FINDERS"

"WE SI-'rCIAI ORI

Gift CMMcatos avaHabU In any amount I

3S2-7677 hnrVAivww.WCNET.org/-FINDERS/ OPEN7 0AVS
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Keiko takes a leap towards freedom
J "Free Willy" killer
whale makes a new
home in a sea pen off
Oregon coast.
The Associated Press
NEWPORT, Ore — Keiko the
killer whale is one step closer to
truly being free.
The 9,050-pound, droopyfinned star of the "Free Willy"
movies was being flown by airplane to Iceland early today.
After 19 years in captivity, he
was to be released in a sea pen, a
of halfway house to reac-

quaint him with the waters
where he was captured .it
The goal is to set him free — if
handlers think he's ready.
True to his training, Keiko
ii into a holding tank .it the
Oregon Coast Aquarium on
Wednesday, shimmied into a
nylon stretcher and calmly
chirped as he was hoisted out ol
his home for the past 21/2 years.
Hundreds of people, some
with signs reading "Keiko, we
love you" and "We will miss
you," lined the highway as a
truck carried il"' whale on a
slow, three-mile procession to
the airport where a huge Air
Force C-17 transport roared

down the runway tor the eighthoui Might.
"I'm going to miss keiko,"
said 9-year-old Lmily Ma) .'
junior beauts pageant queen
who wore her crown and l.i. J
white dress in honor of the
whale's departure. "He's really a
COOl whale "
"A part of me feels sad," said
9-year-old Kasev I indsay, who
wore a Keiko I-shirt and sipped
Keiko root beer outside the
aquarium. "But then I'm glad he
is ir,i\ big so he can be with His
family."
Keiko will live in the football
field-sized pen near the rugged
Westmann Islands until his han-

dlers determine he is able to 11\ e
on his own in the wild.
Keiko's hid for freedom halts roots 111 Hollywood and the
hopes of children around the
world.
In the 1993box office hil I ree
Willy," about an orca threatened
by a villainous amusement park
owner, the whale played by
Keiko leaps over a harbor breakwall to freedom in the (•pen
n i'.in.

Real life wasn't so tidy It Was
learned thai Keiko was languishing and deteriorating in a
Cramped tank al a Mexico ( it)
amusement park and had no
prosp, cis oi getting out

is also an opportunity to meet
many strong leaders and learn
more ways to get involved in
Greek life and other organizations.
"Going through recruitment
is a great way to get your foot in
the door at Bowling Green,
because you meet so many people either through joining a particular house or just by going

through
the
recruitment
process," Schultz said.
Jennifer Kayackas, senior
sport management major and
philanthropy chair for the Pan
hellenic Council, also encourages anyone to be a part of Creek
life. By being a part of the Greek
system, Kayackas has had the
opportunity to meet many
pie, have fun and gain leadership abilities.
"Being a part of the Greek sys-

tem has helped me become a
well-rounded individual and
given me the opportunit) to take
advantage of many aspects college life has to offei sui h as aca
demies, community service,
friends and lifetime connections," Kayackas said.
The re, ruitment process foi
fraternities will also take ,
next week. Keith Wright, junior
interpersonal communications
major and a fraternity recruit-

On S. College and Second St. |ason I.
Sperko was cited lor illt-g.il speed, Wednesday.
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Eamtiton Antho

In the 500 bJ

On Frazee Ave and N Prospect St,
Michelle Von Brown was cited for illegal speed,
Wednesday

I m..n

In the 1SIKI Nod 0* WhSl

On N Main St and I Merrv St., W
< iranpei Souda lr w« 1 ttrd (or illegal speed.

A worrun in the VX) blink of Napoleon Si
wa* heard v reaming AI htf , hiMren (or an
hou Mfcdnaaday

On F WooHter St. and Mercer Si., a noniraurv traffic a..ident occurred between two
w nat
M SBtssss)

In the 500 block of W Poe Kd , then
MI 911 cafl from ;» payphone, Wednes-

In the 1000 Hi* k Ol I .urview Ave.. a resident reported loud muwc in ,\n apartment,
Wednesday

In the KW) bhx-k of N Main sf ,i woman
reported her h.id light was broken, Wadnesda)
day
•« highly

'

t .i burglary m h« r iptrtrncM ■'■

tame 1000 Mode of N Mam 51 MMnoadajt
a vmilrutt .(river -tru.k the fence of a local

da)

In lot 2. Jason C Boggs was died for unnaling in public. Thursday.

■ ■■

On Scott Hamilton and S College M . QowA AnMi was cited lot Illegal
Wed ix

g)a>

In the MO Mod oft olon) I
. nuej wen- apray painting « building m
.in aparlinenl tomplev

1998 MERCHANT'S FAIR

See and sample the best of what local businesses have to offer.
Enjoy FREE food, giveaways and register for door prizes!

Register to Win Great Prizes:
Grand Prize: $200 in Airfare or $150 cash!
•Grand Prize: $200 in
Airfare vouchers
or $150 cash
Courtesy: Holiday Travel Cenler
and the Bowling (ireen
Chamber of Commerce

• S50 (lift Certificate
Courtesy: Kr

and be happy and use your enei
gy to focus on other goals," she
said.
Jacoby also said that there is
tremendous need for this type of
group.
"Eating disorders definitely
exist and we are no different here
than at any other university," she
said "We would like to deal with
the problems in the earliest

stages we can "
Turning Points will meet
every Wednesday, 3:30 to 5 p.m.,
Oct. 7 to Dec. 2.
There is a $10 fee that covers
the cost of a supplemental book.
"If you come to the group,
there arc no expectations," Jacoby said. "We just ask that you
attend meetings and come with
an open mind."

dents or students concerning a police matter will not be identified by name. Any

In ihe 10 block of Bowling (irecn St, a man
reported losing his photo album, Wednesday

In the 400 Wock ol l
reported losing his wallet at

Continued from page one.

ment chair, encourages people to
come with an open mind and
learn what becoming a part of a
sorority or fraternity is all about,
even if you do not want to join
right away.
The
actual
recruitment
process lor women starts today.
Women with questions or those
who want more information
about the recruitment pun ess
can call the Panhellenic Council
at 419/372-2534.

In the 200 Mo V Ot N MMR M
On Campbell Hill ,.nd t Wooster St..
Zachary Rlcica was died for illegal speed,
Wednesday

It (experience abroad) helped
me become more open-minded,
flexible, knowledgeable and
insible," Marsh said. "I
know thai my experience overwill help me to become a
heller leather, and inspire my
Students thai they too can follow
their dreams."
For more information, students can attend the informational sessions or obtain information on the 11th floor of Offenhauer West, the Education
Abroad office Students may also
visit the study abroad on-line
web
page.
http://www.studyabroad.com
or international scholarship web
page, http://www.finanaid.org.

citations issued by the city and campus police departments. Complaints from resi-

Today's city police blotter includes items trom Wednesday and
Thursday.

In the 100 Wock or Napoleon St Wednesday, a woman reported her bicycle was stolen

special education major, is a
returnee from Keele University,
I ngland.
"1 loved my experience in
England," Marsh said. "The besl
part of participating in study
abroad programs was meeting
different people from around the
world and learning about their
cultures "
Despite the Study Abroad
Programs, the most popular program, there are a few more prograins offered by the Education
Abroad Programs: Exchange
Abroad Programs, Internship
Abroad
Programs, Student
lea. lung Abroad Programs,
Work Abroad Programs and Vol-

POLICY for the police blotter: The News will run, without exception, all

POLICE BLOTTER
On N. Mam St. Michael A Holm.
Cited for no* wearing his seat belt, Wednesday

unteer Abroad Programs

DISORDER

GREEK
Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

►Downtown night-out
Package (Movie Tickets.
Taxi Vouchers, and
$30 BG Bucks)
Courtes) Diu ami BG Taxi

•$50 Cash

In the 1000 HOC* of N GfOVI Si W
day, •> woman n
i vehstls with

(>n Napoleon and Klot/ St. Antonio A.Ca>
M I IMd I"' driving under suspension,

Wednesday

j 1.1 lev

|> R I \ (' I I' I I s

-I

S () I N I)

^11 fin.m. ial companies « hargc operating lees
ii .Hid expenses some more than others, ( >l
i ourse, the lower the expenses you pay, the bettei
I hal way, more ol your monej fines where il
should ■ -towards building ■ < omfortablc future

Tuesday, September 15th
from 11:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. in
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
(University Union)

[variable annuity] policy, and is even competitive with the cheapest mutual kind complexes.
though it oilers far more Dementi
"TIAA-CREF sets the standard in the
financial services industry."

We make low expenses a top priority.
A- the largest retirement system in ihe
world - •< nonprofit company focused excluii\ rK on the finam ial needs of the edut ational
ommuniriea oui expenses are
among ihe lowest in tin- insurance and mutual
fund induati
s O.'.l '„ average fund

expenses are leas than hall ol the expense charges
ol i omparable funds. It's w hy Morningstar —
one <>i the nations leading sources ol annuity and
mutual fund information says, At that level
I l I VA-CREF] is i heapei than an, other

►plus many more great
prizes and frecbies!

I \ \ I- S I I \ (,

RE I I K i: M V. \

RECENTLY,
MORNINGSTAR CALLED
US CHEAP.
IT'S NOT EVERY DAY
YOU GET A COMPLIMENT
LIKE THAT.

In 1... i. TIAA CU\A

Courtesy: Siaffmark

In the 500 block of W tiypsy l-n , a woman
reported a possible prowler anmnd her MlsCj
Thursday

< )l * oui -e. expenses ..re ->nlv one factor to
i ontider when you make an investment decision.
Mot ningstai alao noted our commitment to
consumei education, service" and "solid
investment perron nance." Because that can
make a difference in ihe long run, too.
At TIAA-CRER we f>elieve people would
like to spend more in retirement, not on their
retirement company

today, over two million

people < ouni on thai approach to help them
liuiltl a comfortable and secure future. So
can you

To find out more, call us at

I 800 842-2776. We d i osundei n ■ l ompliment.

\ isii us on the Internet at www.iiaa-erel.ori

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.
•

.

pun lk average fund hi
l.,-n.l,n. Til**
v .. noiwanMtar «f luiur. raaaki

I I \ \ > ■'

■ HMH
ltr-<l l!,.m,.,.rl»ll. l«rtom \<n,

HUM

,

Free Admission
'
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Sports tf

Tod McCloskey
Sports Editor
The BG News372-2602

Falcons head to opposing territory to defend Doc Nichols award
□ Men's soccer team
looks to hang on to the
prestigious award.

ill) bat\ ,it 7

tle the I layton '

Dayton's on the uprise and so is
Ohio State. They'll be motivated
to play Hiere's a lot on the line.
I'Living them on the road is
going to be a big challenge lor

|i in

h is inn LaudBy G. MICHAEL GRAHAM

net i
overall.

IIS ."

I .

1-2 overall

Following the Fridav contest,
BG returns to the new (>hio State
• r field just south of Ohio
mo (The Horseshoe). The
I .ili ons will face a Buckeye team
thai is 1-1-1 heading into I ri
ontest at Butler.
In the last meeting in 199
' ochrane Field, the Falcons
handed OSU a 3-0 defeat, [hey
are 23-6-1 all-time against the
Buckeyes.
"We had a very good match

The BG News
Bowling Green will hit the
road in attempt to lend oft two
teams that will try to t.ik.- (he
award the Falcons have held on
to the past three
The Doc Nichols award, one
of the many awards the I
have won over tl.
the top men'.
un in
Ohio.

i nd (21-0 .it

l .it Eastern III

into
r and

Ml

id "A
back.

against them in the spring," Hi.
senior midfielder Nick Kolliniatis said about OSU. "There will
be a lot of physical play. It should
be a very good game."
Ohio State coach John Bleum
is 98-35-15 in Columbus. He has
the ninth highest winning percentage among active coaches
(.717 — 97-34-14).
Besides the Buckeyes, playing
on the new field will be a challenge for BG. However, coming
oil of a 11 stint in the Nike Ohio
State Classic last weekend will
help the Pakons prepare for the
battle.
"It's ■ shame," Mahler said of
the field. "It's certainly a below-

standard Division I soccer held.
But both teams are going to play
on it. They have a little bit more
luxury of playing on it and getting used to the odd bounces."
There's no doubt that BG
needs to score more goals. In
their first three games, the Falcons have scored a mere three
goals for a goal per game aver
age.
"We've changed the lineup to
make ball possession better,"
said BG junior back Kevin Jackson. "Hopefully, we'll play be
as a team."
BG is looking for better ball
-sion in what the team calls
the attacking third of the field

near the opponent's goal Better
ball possession will I" \ I to
scoring chain
"We're not doing that well
right now," BG junioi fielded
Bobby Bigr
lal
c ons' I [I v.
Sunday in the
"Plus, we need a little luck.
We're not getting that either "
In the Nu
-tlegiate Athleli
real
Region Rai
'sed
Sept. 7, BG
urth with
34 points behind Indiana (50

points), Norn

II) and

Akron (35). Ohio
seventh (15) while Dayton is
tied for eighth (I

Teams
look to
improve
on links
□ Consistency will
the key to competing
in invitational.

By DAN NIED
The BG News

_^^

The Bowling Green worm
golf team hopes to go t(
Lansing this weel
improve upon ,i good star) I asl
week, the Falcons finished lOih
out of 17 teams in the Redbird
C lawk ai Ulinoi

Photo Provided
Bob Niemef, senior Falcon quarterback, is looking to lead the team against Penn State this weekend.

ty
This week, they partii ipal
the Mary Fossum Invitational
hosted by Michigan SI
"It will be good to go there
and compete ag
trong
field of teams," said coach Kurt
Thomas "Hopefully, we can use
this weekend to w irl oi
lems in our game
Thomas hope-, thai the '
will improve upon Hv
tency in play.
"We were really happ) about
the way we played Saturdaj
walked oil the course in seventh
place," said Thomas. "But on
Sunday, we just tried to make
everything perfei I
slipped a little."

Falcons hang tough
ire keeping
theii pride high after a
ton'
to the season.
By TOD Mc-CLOSKEY
■ OVS

teen footgetting shutout

ball li
i, think tv.:

The Falcons collectively shot ,i
339 on Sunday, up 13 Sti
from a 323 on Saturday
"We definitely need to be
more consistent in our game,'
said junior Shannon Sharp. "We
hope to improve on thai this
weekend."
Thomas also noted thai there
is room for improvement in the
Falcon's short game
"We definitely need to gel hit
ter around the greens
"If we can make progl
reeling our mistake's, it will
successful weekend

ill, 0-0 Midare using their
i practices
lay. And
HI , plays .i

i .'

lor thi

■ iiinr wide
aid. "Misi ntral Florida are
I are getting us
me."
Off an impi

11 0) are coming
fin over Southern
\ Today coai lies
is the ninth-

besl team in the nation.
As well as national title hopes. IVnn
State also has an added incentive to beat
the Falcons Saturday .it Happy valley
I egendary Penn State coach |oe Paterno
is going tor his 300th win.
BG is well versed in century-mark
wins for I'atemo I he coach earned his
200th win against the Falcons in 1987.
I'atemo said he hopes his accomplishments don't overshadow what the team
is trying to accomplish - to win the
game.
And though Missouri battered the
Falcons. Penn Slate remains cautious of
the team.

defensive
lines. IH.s
offensive
line
averages around
290 pounds,
while
Ihe
Penn state
short guard
weighs t| \
And the
BG offense
is hoping to
get
more
chain I
than it did
at Missouri

/T Game #2
^ BG Football
at
Penn State
kickoff noon

^HEL_

Broadcast on WBGU 88.1 FM
Pre-Game at 11 a.m.
with Jason Gibbs and Mike Rypel

"Now, you've got to be careful with
Missouri," Paterno said. "They look
strong and well organized, but you can'I
judge anything by one game."

BG quartet ha. k Boh Niemet completed only two
passes on eight attempts.

BG is hoping these non-conference
Carries will 'season' younger players lor
the important MAC games. Some of the
toughest battles lor the Falcons Saturday
will be on the line.

"I think both of our quarterbacks need
to execute better in the passing game,"
Blackney said. "Our receivers can run
better routes There were a couple of
balls that the) could have caught."

The Falcons are undersized, as compared to the Penn State offensive and

I lie I llcons are going to keep putting
younger players in the game in order to

get them e\[ ei"
One of the players, freshman punt
returner Robert Red, may gel ,\n opportunity of offense, as well .is punt returning.
"That's our goal, to get him more
involved in the offense .is the weeks go
by," Blackney said. "We want to make
sure that we in
pai e

Netters face 3 teams in Ann Arbor ;
J Falcons face their
biggest challenge yet.
By NICK HURM and
MATT STEINER
The BG News
Knees and elbows were hitting the floor as much as fed
were—this was the scene at practice for the Bowling Green volleyball team.

BG News Photo/DENEVA (JOINS
Falcon netters will face tough competition this weekend.

"Believe me, it's going to be a
bam-bumer," coach Demse Van
De Walle said during a drill at
Wednesday's practu t
The Falcons have been working hard in preparation for Ihe
upcoming All-Sport Classic in

Ann Arbor, Mich, this weekend.
BG will battle three opponents
Louisiana State. Mulligan and
North Carolina. These bigger
schools should pose a challenge
because they tend to recruit the
bigger, stronger players who
were among the top 50 high
school stars in the country
"All three teams are probably
going to be bigger than us," Van
De Walle said. "The first line of
defense, blocking, is going to be
key. We're going to have to slow
halls down at the net."
Bowling Green's Lori Kemer
er, who was named the MidAmerican Conference defensive
player of the week, will be a
player to watch.
Today, BG opens the tourna-

ment against LSU. The Tigers are
5-0 this season after beating Centenari, Tulane, New Orleans,
South Alabama and UNC Charlotte at their own Tiger Classic.

Saturday, ihe Heels were
overall in 1997. They post
record of 6-10 in Atlantic Coast

I ast season, the Tigers went 921 overall and 0-15 in the Southeastern Conference. Michigan at
3-0 will face the I akons later in
the day. Michigan was 21-12 and
13-7 in Ihe Big Ten last year. Greg
Giovana/zi, in his seventh season as head coach, has led the
Wolverines to vu tones against
Maryland, Temple and Georgetown at the (ieorgetown Classic.
Michigan is oil lo its best start
since 1992.

to a 4-1 record with wins i
Tennessee, De Paul, Te
Arlington and Fast Carolina I ha
lar Heels' only loss came al
hands of Iowa at the Iowa In
tional.

The Falcons' final challenge in
Ann Arbor will come from the
Tar Heels of North Carolina on

( onference play.
Coach Joe Sagula has UN<

With a combined record ol
1, the Falcons' three opponent!
this weekend pose quite a ti
"If we can serve the hall to
enough to put pressure on tl
that is going to help us," Van D^
Walle said. "Secondly, if wi
pass the ball well like we did lasj
Sunday, we should be able to run;
our offense."

■
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Martin takes over for CC, track
□ Former Drake coach
brings success to the
BG men's cross country and track program.

By MARK WIESE
The BG News

K^5 ine

G

Men's cross-country has been
running without a coach since
Sid Sink stepped down last
spring. Bowling Green finally
found its man in Sterling M.irtin
Martin brings a great deal of
experience to BG. He has been
coaching for the last nine seasons, with the last five being at
Drake.
"I came to BG because of two

factors

Martin

aid

being the rich tradition .ind the
other to have the opportune

Martin is a native of St. Louis,
Mo. He also assisted the track
teams at Drake for the last eight
seasons.

The Falcons won the MidAmerican Conference i ii.impionships in 1995 and are looking
to improve on lasi year's reason.
Martin will help the Falcons this
year try to be a top contender tor
the MAC title

Martin graduated from Drake
in 1987 with a degree in education. After graduating, he served
as an assistant coach at Northern
Iowa and Iowa State. Martin
then returned to Drake in 1990 to
i MK h ,it his alma mater.

AIT

CHICAGO (AP) — A towering fig
ure in an impeccably tailored gray
suit rose from the defense table In
a crowded downtown courtroom
Thursday, and with a sheepish
grin told prospective Jurors seated
10 feet away, "I'm Michael Jordan.'
That obvious declaration spelled
out the challenge facing attorneys
handling a multimillion-dollar
breach-of-contract lawsuit against
the Bulls superstar, alleging he
reneged on a deal to star in an
obscure 1991 basketball film that
flopped without him.
The 1993 lawsuit accuses Jordan of backing out of the Chicagomade film. "Heaven is a Playground" after signing a 1988 contract guaranteeing him $350,000
plus 5 percent of the film's profits.

■ MAC ■■■■■■i
MAC faces big foes
On paper, this could be the
biggest weekend in Mid-American
Conference football history. On the
field? Maybe not.
Three MAC opponents are
among the top nine in the country;
four are among the top 17.
Toledo, picked to win the MAC In
preseason balloting, travels to No.
1 -ranked Ohio State. Favorite:
Ohio State, by 37.
— Northern Illinois, which has
the nation's longest losing skid at
19 in a row. Is at No. 4 Kansas
State. Favorite: K-State. by 47.
— Bowling Green hits the road
to play No. 9 Penn State.
Favorite: Nlttany Lions, by 38.

MLB

Astros beat Brewers
HOUSTON — Shane Reynolds
struck out a career high-tying 12
and also hit a two-run single as the
Houston Astros beat the Milwaukee Brewers 7-1 Thursday night
for their sixth straight victory.
The Astros lowered the magic
number for clinching their second
straight NL Central title to four.
Houston also stayed in front in the
race for the best record In the
league, one win ahead of Atlanta
and two ahead of San Diego.

PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Annoum.
affiliation agreement with Hickory of the S-iuth
AtUntU League.

All Times KDT

DALLAS STARS—Si
tlusev
and L) Dan Kecsna to one^fcai < miiractt.

w

41
62

Tonjnlo

78

68

534

26

73

72

.503

30 1/2

56

KH

389

47

FOOTBALL
National Football League
CINCINNATI BENGALS-Slgned WR WUKe
Jacfcm
MIAMI DOLPHINS-Actlvated WR
Jacquet from the practice squad. Signed RB
James Boatlc OT Matt Reem and WR Antwuan
Wyatt to the practice squad

Scott

TAMPA BAY LJGTNIN
i Klein
vice piW
Jet and service
Donna Ferrt'- tin
w development.
Parrtsh Lamb sponsor
i Brian
Ifi >ns manager. Dave Walkowiak.
youth hockey coordinator Kelly V
finance assistant. Jason Guilt
coordinator, and Kevin Goldman m

group

W

L

N

64

Chicago

n

Kan vis City

65

Minnesota
Dclroit

NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS-Released CB
Terry BUlups from the practice squad Signed
LB Shawn Stuckey to the practice squad JTo
moted Larry Cook from regional scout to director of college scouting

MANHATTAN—Named Dennis Hcfl
assistant baseball coat!
ra men's
assistant soccer roach. Tara V
livens
asstttani
assistant volleyball con'
sports i
i.,nl.

NEW YORK GIANTS—Signed TE Andy
Haase to the practice squad. Waived TE Grant
Baynham from the practice squad.

NOR I.
Dion Black and DB Kan

i

21

(ill

-

77

469

12 1/2

79

.451

15

65

80

448

15 1/2

55

91

377

26

W

L

pa.

GB

80

6B

BBS

-

Texas

78

67

.538

2

Seallle

66

7H

.458

13 1/2

Oakland

66

79

.455

14

Hvlston
Anaheim

IOWA—Announced the resignation of Glenn
I'jtton. men's swtmmtn*

715

556

MIM

COLLEGE

-

103
82

ram
I

CB

i-Nrw York

American Basketball League
UNIX COTOT1
Langkow to a on

Pel

L

Boston

YORK ISLANDEKS—A
Bcaudotn from the Coloiado Avalanchr

COLUMBUS QUEST—Named Dick Groat
director of corporate aalrv Megan Grabowkl
group sates manager. Kim BlackwHI dki
btsk.th.ill operations ami pffffBtrHDM IDd
Shawn Robinson director of media n
Promoted Sue Wetn to administr.it hr .!•
director of volunteer services.

' n title
Balllmore 6. Oakland 2
Tampa Bay 2
7 Boston 5

WR

i- Clly 0
.1*1 While Sox 6

RICK

- assls-

Cleveland 6. Toronto 3. 13 Innings

WINNIPEG BLUE BOMBERS—Agreed to
terms with QB Rickey Foggle

'tm 10. Minnesota 8
Thiiradayi Game
N.Y. Yankees 8. Toronto 5

Cardinals edge Reds 8-7
McGwire tied Barry Bonds'
NL record of 151 walks by drawing two more Thursday night,
though his record home run total
remained at 62 as the St. I
Cardinals beat the Cincinnati

Iwdllkd
■i 10 12 and Cloude 8-101 at and Appier 001. 2. 5 OB p.ni

Reds 8-7.

record

>m
9 al Ballimore IKncksnn 14-1 1

Ithoul
n-29.

..irnes
Ho While Sox al Cleveland. 1:15 pm
Baktaafc I IS p m.

NEW YORK — No lead is big
enough for Andy Pettitte i
days. And for the New York Yankees, no lead has ever been bigger.
Paul O'Neill hit two home
runs for the second straight
game and the Yankees overcame
another shaky outing by Pettitte
for an 8-5 win over the Toronto

lllue |aya on Thursday night.
With their 103rd victory, the
Yankees, who clinch
"•ton,
opened a 21-gi
over the second-place Red
it's Hn
team has i
time in l

GOT GAME? *X«
Registration @ 11:30•Tourney starts @ 1:00
Single Elimination. Call ZBT house if you want
a spot to play or show up @ 11:30 on Sat.,
Sept. 12th at the outdoor B-Ball Courts
between Kreischer & Harshman.
Prizes for the top 3 teams!

Qpm
Tonal

- is. 4 05 p.m

Oak:

I.I

p m.
8 05 p.m.

■ lines
00 p m

ZBT

Pet.
.639
.558
.493
.469
.456
.455

12
21 1/2
25
27
27

L
55
67
72
78
■

Pet.

GB

.541
.510
.473
395

12 1/2
17
22 1/2
34

Florida al Atlanta. 1:10 p m.
Arizona at Cincinnati. 1:15pm.
.i MMIUMI i 35 pm
I'mslmigh at Philadelphia. 1.35 p.m.
Milw.mkrc al Chicago Cubs. 2:20 p m.
Los Angeles at San Diego. 4.05 p.m.
Colorado at San Francisco. 4:05 p in
a Houston. 8:05 p.m.

Hit 1 05 pm
' ir>pm
Aniil

pm
•

.pm

.msas Cny. 2:05 p m.
Oakland al Minnesota. 2*05 p m.

Bowling Green's Solution
to Internet Access.

Pire-ct
only $15 per month
/Hs,

Back to School Special:

B?

Mention this ad and get one month free.

Info? Call 372-TEAM

L
53
65
74
78
80
79

Los Angeles IBohanon 6-91 at San Diego (Hamilton 12-121. 10:05 p m
Colorado (Wilghl 912) at San Francisco (Hershlscr 9 101. 10 35 p.m.
Saturday s Games
Arizona al Cincinnati. 1:15pm.
Si. Louis
lripm.
Milwaukee al Chicago Cubs. 4:05 p.m.
Colorado at San Francisco. 4:05 p.m.
M Montreal. 7:05 p m
Pittsburgh al Philadelphia. 7:05 p.m.
Florida al Atlanta 7:10 pm
Los Angeles al San Diego. 10:05 p.m.

.. ("lewkshury 7 91 8.08 p.m.

Yankees hang on over

II
24 1/2
36
43

(Moms 5-41 al Houston (Hampton 11 61. 8:05 p.m.

It';, the hrst tune

gone <
hitting

Pet.
633
.558
.466
388
326

Milwaukee llailslpher 2 21 at Chicago Cubs (Wengert 1 -31. 3 20 p.m
N.Y. Mels Uones 9-71 al Montreal (Pavano 4-81. 7:05 p.m
.h ll'rlets 7 91 al Philadelphia (Loewtr 6-61. 7:05 p.m.
Arizona ISodowsky 3-51 al Cincinnati ITomko 11-111. 7:05 p.m.
Florida lOjala 2-41 al Atlanta (Smoltz 14-31. 7 40 p.m.

nmitni drill iiif ii 12 7i. 7"

Mi<
-truck out tv
and popped out. leaving him
without a homer in
since breaking Roger v'

L
54
65
78
90
99

N.Y. Mets 6. Philadelphia 2
Cincinnati 6 St Louis 3
Houston 6. Milwaukee 2
Colorado 9 Florida 8
Los Angeles 6. Arizona 2
San Diego ft. San Francisco 3
Thursday's Games
Colorado 3. Florida 1
Los Angeles 4. San Diego 3
Atlanta 7. Montreal 4
leu 7 Philadelphia 5
Chicago Cubs 5. Pittsburgh 2
B, Cincinnati 7
Houston 7. Milwaukee I
■nrs scheduled
■ ..imrs

Wednesday H Games

Canadian Football League

CINCINNATI — Not even a
dose of dog hair could get Mark
McGwire a homer in Cincinnati.

As a runner and coach, Martin
has experienced success. Martin
is looking forward to the opportunity to coach at Bowling Green.

National League
Al A Glance
in rbe Associated Press
All Times EDT
Kasl Division
W
All.uit.i
93
82
New York
68
Iphla
Montreal
57
Florida
48
Centra] Division
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Wednesday's Games
Chicago Cubs 4. Pittsburgh 2
Montreal 3. Atlanta 2
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"I want to get Bowling Green
back to where we are in serio
contention to win the MAC i
year," Martin said.
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National Lragur

He earned All-Missouri Valley
Conference honors twice in
cross-country by finishing in the
top 10 at the league meets. In
1983, Martin won the 800 meter
dash to win the Missouri Valley
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National Hockey league

■ NBA
MJ hit with lawsuit
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OAKIAND ATHLETICS—Announced a twoyear affiliation agrrrmmt with Vancouver o( (he
PCL.

As an athlete at Drake, Martin
in All-American in 1985. He
earned the honor in the 1000meter run in an NCAA indoor
runt He also set four school
records.

354-HOST

www.BGHost.com

Looking for a way to
get involved?
Want to impress your
future employer?
Represent B.G.S.U.
as a Tour Guide!!!
Applications will be available in 110 McFall
from September 10th through September 18th.
If you have any questions, call 372-9866.

RAW ENERGY! ,

Susp»ns« you can cut with t knlf«l

BRING YOUR HAIR
BACK TO REALITY!
There's a new Stylist in town and she
specializes in ethnic hair!
Starting SEPT. 16 Kim
Nelson will be working
Wednesday 9-2 and
Thursday 4-8.

Sept. 11 & 12, 8PM & 11 I'M

Olscamp 111
Admission $2.00

Call Hair E. Canary
today at 354-1477 to
set up an appointment
with Kim.
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The summer
that wasn't
Remember that blissful,
beatific time when we all
thought we had the world in
our grasp? That time when
nothing seemed impossible, the
earth revolved around our
actions, and the release of
"Titanic" on video was left to
but a few entrepreneurial souls
in midtown Manhattan?
Yes, I speak of summer 1998,
when the entertainment industry all but tripped over its
shoelaces trying to get us
wacky consumers to buy their
wares, read their offerings and
see, uh, "Can't Hardly Wait."
The fact that they fell flat on
their face doing so is a distinct
reality. How many things that
happened this summer came
incredibly short of meeting the
predictions of media salesmen
and their ilk, righteousnessfilled critics, or us, the moviegoing, compact disc-buying,
Dave Matthews Band T-shirtwearing public?
For one sometimes overused
example, take the sorry state of
current cinema. This summer,
"Godzilla" was supposed to
have been the be-all and endall, financially, of the recent
wave of large-budgeted action
movies. We all certainly saw
enough advertising and merchandising to convince us so.
But the movie made much less
money, thereby shifting its fiduciary responsibilities to the consumer.
For the layman, the movie
"bit the big one." Nevermind
that it was a decent action
movie, full of enough explosions and hubris to distract a
fragile public from yet another
O.J. Simpson special on E!
Entertainment Television. "Out
Of Sight," another good action
movie, was tossed aside for the
overlong, overwrought, faux
adrenaline rush of "Armageddon." The list goes on, and not
just for joyless critics.
Economically, the albums
that were supposed to bring an
already strong sales year to its
apex seemed to vanish into this
air. "Adore," the brilliant new
album from the Smashing
Pumpkins, has sold only a fraction of that band's previous
album "Mellon Collie And The
Infinite Sadness," which went
something like googolplex-platinum. Natalie Merchant's fine
solo album "Ophelia" has sold
markedly less than her previous
effort "Tigerlilly," even though
she was on tour with the wildly
successful l.ilith Fair.
God forbid, even Pearl Jam
consented to do a video, and
nobody noticed. It seems that
Celine Dion will continue to
carry the baton of sales into
1999. Comment dit-on "lame"
en francais?
TV-wise, the "Seinfeld"
finale was similarly unsuccessful, seeing that even the President of the United States admitting to anyone within earshot
that he had gotten it on with
•f See SUMMER, page N-2
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Guided By Voices star
in the long-awaited
new documentary
"Watch Me Jumpstart"

The electronic trio Baxter is Sweden's answer
to British drum n' bass,
plus more CD reviews
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Return of the Black
Swamp Arts Festival
"ust as the changing leaves signal the start of fail, The Black
Swamp Arts Festival signals
the*teginning
of another semester in
KeTbee
Bowling Green.
The Black Swamp Arts Festival is
an annual event that runs for one
weekend in September, with this
year's dates being the 11th to the 13th.
The idea for the event was based on
the community's need for a cultural
festival. In 1993, the idea was put into
action and the first festival was held.
Chris Gajewicz, Festival Chair, has
been involved since the beginning.
"Our object is to get students and
town residents to come together at
the festival and bring both
communities together,"
said Gajewicz, regarding
the need to fuse both
groups of people and create a larger community
event.
The festival should do
an excellent job of attracting both BG residents and
University
students.
Gajewicz noted that the
festival offers something
for all ages. There will be
a wide variety of things to
do, eat and listen to.
As far as food goes, abundance is
the word. Almost every kind of food
imaginable will be available, from
Cajun and Jamaican to the traditional
"fair" foods. The popular Beer Garden area, for those over 21 of course,
will once again be present. For those
interested in the visual arts, the
events will begin on Saturday at 10 a.

m. The visual arts segment of the festival is primarily centered around
the Juried art show, but a Wood
County Invitational has been
added to this year's festival.
Other visual arts areas include
Acts of Art, a hands on art exhibit
geared towards adults, and a
Youth Art Activities area.
Another popular aspect of the
festival is the musical performances that start Friday evening
and continue until 5 p.m. on Sunday. There will be four stages, with
the headlining acts taking place on
the main stage. As in the past festivals, the musical groups'are culturally diverse, with samples of Ska,
Zydeco, Blues, AfroCarribean, Rock-n-Roll,
Folk, and much more.
Whatever a person's musical
preference,
they
are
sure to find
something
they
enjoy.
More Information on the
musical performances can be
found in the
adjacent story.
The Black Swamp
Arts Festival is Bowling Green's biggest
annual event, and
usually has attendance around 40,000.
Gajewicz anticipates
an even larger crowd
this time around.

What's that I hear?
s you walk toward
downtown BowlGreen this
weekend, the sound of live
music will grow more and
more apparent. More
than likely it
will
be
coming
from one of
the
four
stages at the
Black Swamp
Arts Festival.
This weekend's
performance
schedule is jam-packed
with talented bands and
solo performers.
Kelly Wicks, Performing
Arts Chair for the festival, has
booked the musical performances
for all six years of the festival.
When asked how this year's
main stage acts will hold up to
the big names of ekoostik
Hookah and Junior Brown at
1997's festival, Wicks was confident
that they would pull an equally large crowd.
"The headliners are as good as
any in the past,
and some of the
afternoon.
bands are just
as
good,"
said Wicks.
"I.il' Brian
Terry and the
Zydeco Travelers should pull
a different audience."
This year's main
acts have made a name
for themselves in the music
world. The festival kicks off Friday
with two rock bands, Superfast
Runners and Paper Plate. At 7:45
The Delroys will get the
night crowd growing
with their Jamaican ska.
They are the festival's
first official ska band.
Two members of the Delroys,
which include Darryl Thomas (lead
. K als), Gary O'Brian (saxophone),
F.d Needum (drums), Gerrie
McManamon (keyboard) and Brian
Casey (trombone), have pasts in
BG. McManamon was a student at
the University, and later an instructor. Thomas was a member of the

Stories by
Natalie
Flickinger

Design by
John
Wenzel

Arts, crafts on display
at Black Swamp Fest
The traffic on
Main Street this
weekend
will
give way to a number of
artists' booths as the Black
Swamp Arts Festival gets under way.
Perhaps the most obvious attraction is the Juried art show which takes
place down the middle of Main. Containing 75^rtists, the show has a sampling of just about every kind of artwork. While visiting the booths one
will find paintings, jewelry, woodwork, sculpture, ceramics and glass.
Kay Baglione, Visual Arts Chair for
the festival, acknowledged there is a
wide variety of everything, and an
abundance of paintings.

festival, which will take place in
Ann Arbor's Gallup Park, can be
ordered through Ticketmaster. For
more information call (734) 7479955.

Ann Arbor hosts
music festival

ICP to play Toledo's Sports Arena

Ann Arbor's
annual Blues &
Jazz festival runs
through this Sunday. Sept. 13. Per
formers Include Macro Parker
(James Brown's bandleader and
one of the founding fathers of
Funk). The Atomic Fireballs. Lou
Donaldson Quartet and the legendary Bo Diddley. Tickets for the

On Friday. Oct. 2.
Insane Clown Posse
will visit Toledo's
Sports Arena. Phunk
Junkeez and Kottonmouth Kings will open. Their latest album. "Forgotten Freshness."
is a double CD of rarities, outtakes. B-sides, remixes and previously unreleased singles. Tickets,
which have been on sale since

n

"We will have the largest number
of paintings this year than ever before
at the festival," Baglione said.
All the art that is displayed is available to buy, with prices ranging from
around $25 to $500. Baglione noted
that this is an excellent time to find
unique Christmas gills
The Juried artists compete for prize
money, which is given to the overa
best artwork. First pri/r is $1,000, second $500, third $250 and there will be
five $75 honorable mentions.
This year is a first for the Wixid
County Invitational Art Show. This
exhibit is located in the parking lot
behind BW3's and will showcase 25

n

* See ARTS, page N-2

Sept. 4. are $15.50 in advance
and $18 on the day of the show.
For more Information call (419)
474-1333 for details.

Redheaded
Stepchild in BG
Redheaded
sti-priiiId. an
acoustic blues/
roots band from
Buffalo. NY will
play tonight at Easy Street Cafe,
104 S. Main St. With banjo,
upright bass, mandolin, clarinet
and slide guitar. Redheaded
Stepchild blend bluegrass. blues
and folk in a high energy, allacoustic way. Call 353-0988 for
more iruormation

Gallery hosts
faculty art show
The 49th Annual
Faculty/Staff Exhlbl- FJ-* *\N
tlon will be open
through Sept. 18. The
show, which is held In
the Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery of
the Fine Arts Center, features artwork by current and emeritua fac
ulty and staff of the School of Art.
The gallery hours are Tues. to
Sat.. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sun.
2 to 5 p.m. For more information
call 372-8525.
Also on display is "Plc.i
Amnesty: The Art of Jean Grosser.' The wall-mounted, mixed
media sculptural niches of the

Black Swamv
Arts Festival
Stage Schedule
• Friday, September 11
5-6 p.m.
6:15-7:30 p m.
7:45-9:15
930-11:45

Siage 1 Superfast Runners
Stan 1 Paper Plate
Stag! I The Del Roys
Stage 1 I.il' Brian Terry and
the Zjnfcco Travelers

• Saturday, September 12
12-1:40 pm
12-1 pm
12-1 p.m.
12-1 p.m.
1-2 pm.
1-2 p.m.
1-2 p.m.
2-3 p.m.
2-3 JO p.m.
2-3 p.m.
2-3 p.m.
3-4 pm
3-4 pm.
3-4 p.m.
3:45-4:50
4-5 p.m.
4-530 p.m.
4-5 pin.
5-6 p.m.
5:15-7:10
730-9:20
9:45-11:40

Stage 1 Bailando Desnudo
YAS
Wood One Wheelers
CC
Serious Jones
Stage 2 Stephen ChrisloH
YAS
Afro-Caribbean
Ensemble
CC
The Crab Grass Boys
Stage 2 The Un-Heard Herd
YAS
Theater Sports tscw
Stage 1 Four of a Kind
EIRacko
CC
Stage 2 WhittakerarWauack
Giraffe Boy
CC
Stage 2 Ler Murdock
YAS
lajarhtUghlBmd
Stage 1 The Mighty Meaty
Swing Kings
YAS
RMdHYjAlnerUpprti
Rocket SB
CC
Stage 2
Gorman Del-Greco
YAS
Contra Dane*
Stage 1 Skeeier Brandon
Stage 1 CE. Smith
Stage 1
AJ.Croot

• Sunday, September 13
12-1 p.m.
12-1:15 p.m.
12-1 p m.
12-1 p.m.
1-2 p.m.
1-2 p.m
1-2 p.m.
1:30-2:45 p.m.
2-230 p.m.
230-3 pm.
2-3 p m.
2-3 pit
3-4:45 pm.
3-330 p.m.
3-430 pm
3-4 pjn.
4-5 p.m.

YAS
Stage 1

CC
Stage 2

YAS
CC
Staa. 2
Stage 1

YAS
YAS
CC

Sop >

Stage 1

YAS
CC
Stage 2

YAS

Mustard's Retreat
Skeeier Brandon
ThreeauarterUnk
Keltic Kaleidoscope
Tree House Troupe
Aloha
Tony Papa
Rod's Collision
Puppet WttnPlzzaz
Toraigh
Maji-12
Mustard's Retreat
The Starlight Drifter.
Bike Stunts
lunior Electric
PameU*Leavy
Guido's Band

• YAS- Youth Arti Stage
• CC» Community Commons

Crucial DVC Band that was one of
BG's most popular groups in the
80's.
Friday's headliner, I.il' Brian
Terry & The Zydeco Travelers, will
perform at 9:30 pm. The young
band from Houston, TX, has found'
an eclectic mix that works. As far as
traditional Zydeco goes, the Travelers play the Creole two-steps and
waltzes, but with a twist. Led by 24
year-old accordionist Brian Terry,
the group adds hip-hop and R&B to

+ See MUSIC, page N-2

di.iplay represent political prisonera who are or have been detained
or tortured by their own governments. "Pleas for Amnesty" can be
viewed at the Willard Wankelman
Gallery through Sept. 18.

to advanced levels. A DJ from the
Citi Lounge will provide the
music, and the lessons will be followed by a dance. Call Paul Miller
at 352-0693 with questions.

Pi Kappa Phi will
host swing dancing
lessons in room 200,
S. Eppler Saturday.
Sept. 12 at 6:45 p.m.
Donations will go to Push America, which raises money for disabled children & adults. Sponsored by Toledo's Citi Lounge and
Alfredo's Studio of Dance, the
lessons will range from beginner

14 at 8:15 p.m.. "Kaspar Hauser" will play
at the Gish Film Theater. This German film
from 1993 is a lavish
drama about the struggle to control the Duchy of Baden. Hauser,
the duke's son. is swapped with
another child after birth.
This film is free and open to
the public.

Foriegn Alms at
Citi Lounge spon- Gish Theatre
sors swing lessons
On Monday, Sept.
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The Swedish band Baxter
brings the beautiful sounds of
the female voice and blends it
with the pure sounds of drum 'n
bass.
Nina Ramsby, Ricky Tillblad,
and Carl Herlofsson have
meshed Britain's electronic
dance music with vocals. On
their first, self-titled album for
Maverick records, they produce
ten breakthrough tracks which
have already begun to draw
some controversy among drum
'n bass purists.
The original intent of drum 'n
bass dance was to let the beats
stand for themselves with no
vocals. Baxter is changing all of
this by using Nina Ramsby's
textured vocal range to bring the
sound to a higher level. The ten
tracks on their first album have
poppy melodies that stick in
your head far after the end of
the record.
Until now, this is what drum
'n bass music hasn't been able to
do. The beats are always fun to
dance to, but they tended to
blend into one long rave. Baxter
might be able to push this genre
into the realm of popular culture
by creating tracks that can be
remembered, and vocals that are
sensual and moving.
Baxter's sound is similar to
that of Portishead, but their
lyrics are far less eerie. The first
track, "Television," is a collision
of pop music and drum 'n bass.
On the track "Ballad of Behavior," Nina Ramsby whispers "I
think that I need you/I think
that I do." Her voice seems to
float right with the beats of the
song, and before you know it,
you're listening to techno.
Some purists believe that
adding vocals to the art form is
an infringement on a revolution
that so many have built. This
may be true, but it's also adding
a new dimension to the art. Baxter has taken a dance sound,
kept the beats and added catchy
lyrics to it. This might allow the
techno bug to infest the world,
an epidemic that was bound to
happen sooner or later.
Baxter's self-titled album will
be out on Sep. 15, and if you like
Portishead, (or you've never
heard of Portishead and you just
want to ease yourself into the
drum 'n bass world), get it.
They're a band that will probably have many more albums to
come, so you'll want to jump on
this one before it blows up.
-Michael Planicka

SUMMER

'Watch Me Jumpstart'
spotlights Dayton band
By ROBERT SZORADY

Baxter: self-titled

Friday, September 11, 1998

The Dayton-based
rock band Guided By
Voices has always
been a bit enigmatic
fl
to their fans.
Their albums look
hastily packaged, much like the
music inside: one to two-minute
long pop songs teeming with
melodic brilliance and recorded
with what sounds like two tin
cans and a piece of string. That is
to say, they are recorded roughly.
They were a full-fledged band
years before they were first "discovered" by the independent
label Scat, and they continue to
record for the semi-independent
Matador Records.
Largely ignored by much of
the mainstream press, they have
cultivated a strong underground
following who will unhesitatingly plunk down money for
any of the numerous albums,
bootlegs, solo jaunts, and pseudonymously recorded music
released by them each year.
However, many of their fans,
being bedroom-dwelling misanthropes, have not had any
chance to get up close and personal with this creative group of
men. Now is their chance.
The
video documentary
Watch Me Jumpstart, directed by
Arizona State University student

Banks Tarver for his thesis project, features all the people in
Guided By Voices that fans have
come to know and love over the
years: Robert Pollard, the boisterous, boyish frontman and
main songwriter, Tobin Sprout,
his musical foil and bandmate,
"Manager For Life" Pete Jamison, and other assorted characters from a band that has had
over 30 members through the
years.
The best parts of this
documentary are, knowingly,
the sections in which the music
of Guided By Voices is displayed
prominently. Whilst on stage, at
rehearsal, or in a dank basement
recording squalls of guitar feedback, their songwriting and performing genius shines through
and makes one lament the fact
that so much awful music
haunts modern rock and roll
radio, and so little quality music,
such as the kind Guided By Voices make, is commercially taken
so lightly. Their current incredible domination of college radio
smacks of being nothing more
than preaching to the converted.
Unfortunately, some of the
more personal parts of the documentary show some of the members and ex-members to be the
same kind of people you made
fun of in high school: beer-swilling,
pickup-truck-driving,
chain-smoking, overweight middle-aged guys. An unintention-

ally hilarious scene in
Watch Me
lumpstart
recounts
the
best
part of one
member's
day: when
he peruses
the
local
drivethrough
liquor mart.
All in all,
however.
Watch Me
lumpstart is
a
quality
testament
to one of
the
most
underrated
rock bands
of our time,
who sadly
get pushed
aside
by
bubblegumangst pop
bands and
the kids in
my dorm

•*• Continued from N-1
Monica I owinsky seemed to (and
did) attract more viewers.
I his summer was the summer

Guided By Voices in

WATCH ME
MPSTART

Just kidding.

fc

A Film By Banks Tarver

The ways and means of entertainment sometime lull us into a
languishing stupor of excess. But
that's what we want, right? We
want our music loud, our beer
cold, and our movies stupid.
So who are we to blame if we
demand quality from our various
nodes of entertainment? Well, .is
my nonexistent Aunt used to say,
silting on the porch, "Be careful of
what you ask for. You may just get
it."

ART
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who cannot

Photo provided

seem
to Matador's "Watch Me Jumpstart" features a
stop blast- documentary of Guided By Voices, as well as
mg the new concert footage and videos.
Beastie

Boys
album.

of inflated expectation, but also
one of artistic breakthroughs. Ask
anyone who saw the movie "Pi."
Or read the Michael O'Donoghue
biography Mr. Mike. Or saw the
I leetwood Mac "Behind The
Musk" special on VI11

Enough is enough, (or

crying out loud. I need to get
some sleep.

•f Continued from N-1
local artists. Both the BGSU
ceramics and glass departments
will have displays in this area
and will be selling their art.
Acts of Art, located by Kaufman's restaurant on Main, is a
hands-on art exhibit that is
meant for adults. If the hands-on
experience isn't what you're
looking for, the artists will
demonstrate it themselves.
Dorothy Linden, a local paper
artist, will be in this area.
For the children there's the
Youth Art Activities Area in
front of the library. Dozens of
.irts and crafts activities, from
straw weaving, tic dye, to face
painting, will be available.

MUSIC
Combs, Stan Ginn and Jim
McCoy. In order to not be pinpointed as an American band or
just a "salsa" band, they utilize
both the Spanish and English
languages and instill diversity in
their rhythms and lyrics. The
group has opened for Brian Setzer and played with Jimmy Buffet at Cincinnati's Parrot Head
Extravaganza. The band will
perform at noon on stage one.
A taste of something different
is what musician/storyteller Lee
Murdock offers to his audience.
Murdock combines musical
arrangements with stories of
Great Lakes history, captivating
audiences of all ages. He plays
his arrangements on six and
twelve-string guitars and has
musical influences spanning
three centuries.
Murdock's stories cover a few
different topics, such as Great
Lakes Ghosts, Folk Songs of the
Great Lakes Region and Sea
Shanty Workshops. Murdock
has released an astonishing eight
CDs and gives over 150 live concerts a year. He will be performing at 3 p.m. on Saturday on
stage two.
Saturday night has two
renowned musical acts. Opening
the evenings concert is former
Saturday Night Live band
leader, G. E. Smith. The rock guitarist played lead guitar for the
duo of Hall & Oates for six

+ Continued from N-1

their music, achieving a unique
and modem sound.
Terry also throws rap into the
mix as an attempt to introduce
Zydeco to his generation. The
Travelers are a four-piece band
led by Terry's brother Patrick,
(on guitar). Other members are
Anthony "Peanut" Chenevert,
on rub board, Emerson Jackson
on bass and Red LeMark keeping the beat on drums.
A full day of music is in store
for those attending the festival
on Saturday. Various groups will
be showcased on all
four stages throughout the day. Street
entertainers will also
be around all day,
walking around the festival and
entertaining in various ways
from music to magic.
One of the first bands to play
on Saturday
is Bailando
Desnudo, an Afro-Caribbean
band from Cincinnati. The
group incorporates music from
the islands of Cuba, Jamaica,
Trinidad, Puerto Rico and the
U.S.'s port to the Caribbean and
New Orleans' Mardi Gras
music. The group's main goal is
to bridge the gap, using music,
between countries that are geographically separated.
The band consists of Nick
Radina, Brian Andres, Trey

si

pop and some folk. In his growlyears, which garnered him Around with Jim."
Croce has no recollection of ing bass, he speaks mainly of'
much attention in the music
his father, who died when he love lost or fear of losing loved
business.
He was sought after by major was two years old, and has ones. The 26-year-old recently
recording artists, including Mick never performed his songs A released a blues-influenced CD,
"Fit to Serve" on
Jagger,
David
Ruf Records. He
Bowie and Peter
will perform at
Wolfe,
after
9:45 p.m. on the
which he went
main Stage Saturon to become
day night.
musical director
However, Satfor
Saturday
urday night is not
Night Live. He
the end of the
led the SNL Band
musical barrage.
for 10 years and
On Sunday, the
won an Emmy
music starts at
for his playing.
noon and continWhile
leading
ues until five. One
the SNL Band,
of the highlights of
Smith was able to
the day is Musplay with dozens
tard's Retreat, a
of talented musifolk duo who got
cians. His band
started as a bar's
will perform at
house band. They
7:30 p.m. on Satrecently released
urday on the
their fifth CD,
main stage.
"The Wind and the
Following
Crickets...and the
Smith's band is a
South Texas Moon
unique act for the
and the Tune from
main stage of the
festival, multian Old Country
Waltz" on Palmettalented artist A.
J. Croce. A.J. is
Photo provided to Records.
The duo will
the son of the G.E. Smith, former "Saturday Night Live" bandleader, will
late Jim Croce, p^,,,,,,,, Saturday from 7:30 to 9:20 p.m. on the main stage. Perform twice on
who was popuSunday, at noon
lar in the 1970's with his hits, singer and composer, Croce on the Youth Arts Stage and at
"Bad, Bad Leroy Brown," "I Got styles his piano-playing with a
two on stage two.
a Name" and "You Don't Mess mixture of honky tonk, blues.
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TV GUIDE SECTION (CONT. FROM PG. 3)
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 12,1998
12:00
12:30

DOMINO'S PIZ.ZA
353-MEQA

US Open Tennis Women s F.-ai ard Men's Sem'mals From the USTA Nal«onal Tennis

CD

a>
CD
€D

Buckeye Bailie

College Football Toledo at Ohio State (Lwe)

Hang Tina*

Inside Slut!

Oi.gins V.'oll

Victory Garden

Bsscngari

Any,,'.-.-.,- Wild

This Old Mouse

HomerWkshp

In the Zone X

Major League Baseball Cncaoo Write So* at Cleveland Indians. From Jacobs Fefcl (in Stereo Live) 3

COM

Daily Sho* iRI

sc
son

VHi

Horaetime (R| » Am. Wood shop

Cooking Secret

Joanna Lund

AaypsM NH

Spirits ol the Jaguar X

rtotneiimC' 3X

Know Your Fire

C ucma Amort

Joyot Painting

Brenda Harris

New Garden

Gyitrott.es U S Championshtps X

'Mghtintn "Amazing Grace (Rj

[Victory Garden

[Team Knight Rider Inside TraeQr"

Viper Cat and Mouse" fin Stereo}

WE ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS

|D»ly ShowlR,

IPaula Poundetone

Gimme Shelter iR

Invention :R|

;" T 3*c Movie:

Movie: ... .

The Chairman'

IStorm Warning!

Movie: •••• Tttrielofi»>a/»^s"(1968)Criar«onHesion KimHunier

Behind the Planet ol the Apes (R

Movie: •• "D\e Seoul" (1994. Comedy-Orama) After! Brooks.

Absolutely Fab. |Absotutely Fabulous !Fi

Wrings 'future Wings'' iR)

Discover Magar me iR

World-WondI Discovery r.

Real GhostbstrsTHarvoytoonIHeathclrll

Camp Candy

Movie. "U«e Sjofoor 2 The Journey Home'(1997)

Movie: •• i Wayne's Warn 119931 MM Myers

Tales ol the Gun R:

Eeklstravag

[Weapons at War Destroyers ;Ri

Video Music Awards Opening Act (R) (In Stereoi

College Football Mississippi State at Memphis (Lrve)

Lodoss War

Master-Fantasy

IBad Dog

I Japanese War Crimes A Trials

PGA Got! Canadian Open -- Third Round, (live)

Monster Farm

3 Friends. Jerry [Pee-wee Play.

I Walter Melon

Other Mothers ;R|«"

Movie: ••

Air Combat

Masters cl War

The Bombers

Sworn to Secrecy (R)
House ol Style

ICoftege Football Miami at Cirwnnati (Live)

Great Books "The Scarlet Letter"

Gre.il Books

IVoKron-Dtlndr

IJonny Quest

[Great Books The Proce" (R)

Road Rovers

[Tom and Jerry

I Tom and Jerry

[Tom and Jerry

[Elvis Presley: Comeback M (In Stereo)

<<--M)

Jeopardy /I
CD Ly^JC^pjpjpjJJI News :c
News it.
Sports Wrap
G> College Football
INOCNews
Prime-Preview
Cash Explosion
tt) ram
Si Austin City Limits (R) (In Stereoi Lawrence Welk S how
€D Travels-Europe jTravels-Europe Lawrence Welk Show
X-FN«a'TesoDosBichos-S
S3 Hercules: Legendary Jrnys.
o> 15001 Natural History Collectibles
IBilty Graham Crusade In S'e-eo;
ffl Always Kids [Martin u
Movie ....
Bob-Margaret

"'

DISC

Raging Planet B DM

ENC

Movie: ••• Our Man FW(1966

JAG Tit

1 Night Stand
R

9:30

10:00

Magnificent Seven "Th

10:30

ir" [Walker, Texas Ranger lln:

Drapnet'l 1987)1

News'

Ballykissangel

Performance at White House

New Red Green New Red Green

Musiklest

Days ol Sail: Brig Niagara

Antiques Roadshow I

Keeping Up

George Winston in Concert

ICope Texas" X Amenta's Most Wanted

Keeping Up

"

Ne»r,

[Martin .8

South Park (R) [Viva Variety (R

1 Night Stand

Animal Thoughts (R)

Justice Files Lite «i me Bo City'

!•-* (WichvK

dventure) James Coburn

Movie: ••'; ■EasyMor»y'(19r)3.ComerJy|

■ -., .
■

Movie: ••• Raising Arizona'(1987. Comedy) Ncoias Cage Jt

Woston Cup - tiOe NASCAR Select Batteries 400 From Rehmoid International Raceway Va. (Lrvei

v

Sporlscentet «

Spice Girls in Concert - Wild! (RI (in Stereo)

Movie: rVa/ional Lampoon sGof Punks (1996 Comedy) Tom Arnold.X|Movie:**e "BlazngSadoles"(197 . Comedyl Cieavo- Little X

Movie.••'.■ CMefmeOay" 11996.Comedy)MichellePleitter PG'K

Home: ts-1 In* Our(1997) Kevvi Klme PG-13' X |J-rry Seirrleld: I'rn Telling You lor the Last Time

MSI

History Undercover (R(

Curse ol the Gypsies It-

sari
JLC

To Be Announced

Real World .»

College Football

Racing Report

'Last Word (fi|

[Real World if

[Road Rules (Ri [Road Rules (Ri

Loveline IR) (In Slereo)

Celebrity Death [Super Advtnt

FOX Sports News

FOX Sports News

Mystery Science Theater 3000 iRI Movie .. Mans Best Friend"(1993. Horror) AlySheedy

Movie: Johnny2.0"(l997.Science Fction) Jell Fahey (In Stereo) X

Greal Books H (, ,'.

Great Books LeMonedAnnur

Great Books Galileo .Ri

Jom and J lrv

Tom

*

and Jerry

UjA

1 X Movia: Oiagner 119871X

VH.

.

Mystery Science Theater 3000 iRi

[Greal Books

Great Books Thceau's "Waiden '

Tr,T ;Movie •. Soiurif/Pcrif (1993. Drama. Wesley Snpes Dennis Hopper Movie: ••• 'Rurvw)jScar»d"(t98 . Comedy) Gregory Hines. Biay Crystal Steven Bauer [Movie: •••
TOO*

|Boiing: Jones vs Morales

Battle ol the Clans (R.

Major League Soccer Co'umCus Crew ai New England Revoluton

Greal Books The Art dW

r^e Last Stamghter"(1984)

Ghosts Scooby jFlinlstonmX

Movie:**': twceUpona Ixne"(l983l Voices ol Lorenzo Music

Acme Hour

WWF Raw (In Stereo) X

WWF War Zone (In Stereo) X

Sins ol the City (R) (In Stereo) B:

Mine., f .; i.vj Me" r 1988. Diamal Dale MKJk«T (In Stereo)

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 13,1998
I 12:00 1 12:30 1 1:00 1

1:30

[The Net (In Stereoi X

Rock-Roll Jeo. [Elvis: Aloha From Hawaii (RI (in Stereo)

1

2:00

1

2:30

[

3:00

1

[Movie:*** Mon^nrRun' (1988)

[Elvis: One Night With Too |R| tin Stereoi

3:30

1

4:00

1

4:30

1

5:00

1

5:30

BROADCAST STATIONS

(D
ffi
fO
St
(D
«D
CB
@

NFL Football Cncmnati Bengals at Detroit Lons From the Pontiac SeVardome (Live) X

NT. Today
Gary Blackney

TBA

Carleton Sheets Major League Baseball Chicago While Sox ai Cleveland Indians From Jacobs Field (Lrve)

Am. Woodshop

Woodwnght

Into the Rising Sun X

Entrepreneurial Revolution Tt.

This Old House [Home Cooking

Great Desserts [Christina Cooks America MM

111 OOi Attic Auction

[Heathclin

[Camp Candy

111 OOlMovie: ••• it,^gTgers
Road Rules ifl;

Road Rules ,;R|

Aulo Racing
Tribe Time
SC
New Edge (R)
SCIFI C-Nel Central
TLC Great Books The Greal Gatsoy '

Movie ••• The8rs7iocTIvrre"(1947. Fantasy)CaryGrant

Love on a 8ranch Line

Movie:.*'. -ftl«to6bir»r(1986,C^rr^)RrxlneyDanger1ield

Uovie •• . "SourMan"(1986 Comedy'C ThomasHowea.

Animal X (RI

Hard Time (R)

[kilo Unknown

Eek'stravag

[Bad Dog

Hollywood Declares War (R)

1 Love on a Branch Line

UfOs: Down to Earth: Evdence

Movie:*** 'TheOrr-of-Towners (1970.Comedy)JackLemmon

[Walter Melon

PGA Goll: Canada" Ooer

3 Friends. Jerry Pee-wee Play.

Men Who Killed Kennedy (R)

Men Who Killed Kennedy R

Men Who Killed Kennedy (R

Road Rules .R.

Road Rules IR)

Road Rules (R)

Road Rules tR)

SporthShmg

Motorsports Hour

WeekBaseball

Sporlswriters on TV

WeblR

Cool Tech (R)

Beetleiuice

Road Rules R,
Sportsman

!Rock n'Roll

7:00

7:30

[Show-Funny

[Curse ol the Gypsies (R|

Video Music Awards Opening Act IR) tin Stereo)

Movie: "Johnny20" It997) I

Gnat Books "GuUrvefs Travels"

Great Books "Huck Fnn" (R)

Greal Books' le Mone d'Anhur'

SWAT Kats

[Great Books Galileo" (R)

Movie:at* 'Warrjamas'(1983)Ateen-aoeccmputerwhizrtearlyl)egjns Work) War HI
Super Friends

[Taz-Mania

Taz-Mania

1 "Red Own"

Bugs Bunny i Dally

Movie:••'. AKss8»loY»ijVrig-(i99i.Suspr)nsa)MaitC»lon.

Movie:... 'Cape fear"(i99l) Robert De Niro X

IRock n Roll

Rock'n'Roil

Rock n'Roll

I

I

jRock'n'Roll

[Rock'n'Roll

9:00

9:30

[Rxk'n'RoH

[American Gral.

Where-Grease

I

I

D?

SI NDAY
6:30

iiTOO"
BROADCAST
arri

to Minutes (in Stereo: X

©
CB
SD
AMC

DISC
ENC
ESPN

HIST

SC.
SCIFI
TLC
TNT
TOON
USA
VHI

10:00 T

10:30

11:00

11:30"

(Movie:.... "GoodFelas (1990) Robed De Niro An account ot a hoods tenure *i a mob crime tamiiy x
[Don't Get Taken (In Slereol I

NYPDBlue it

(Practice "Duly Bound" (In Slereo)

NenX

Pnnsacola-'i'.'r'.y
Monty Python""

Lawrence Welk Show

Compoeers' Speciais (in Stereo,

Spirts ol the Jaguar 1R1A

U.S.-Meiican War (1846-H48I .In Stereo) (Pad I ol 2| I

Monty Python

Tony Brown

Natural World i,' Natural World 1 Spirits ol the Jaguar (R) X

US-MeiicanWar(1»46-U4«)(lnSlerool(Pan I 0l2)X

Mystery! GaOowglass" (R) X

Inside the X-Files IR) (In Slereo) a IX-Files Hell Money" (in Stereo) I

Walker, Texas Ranger (In Slereo;,

iRelrgion-Elhics

NFL'FootbeH. Cowboys ai Broncos SortoTunnieir Holding/Beby

Simpsons (R) I IThet 70» Show

(5 001 Collettible Knives

Gemetones

WM Things ;R) (In Slereo) «

[Star Trek: Voyegar (m Stereoi X

Gemstones (Left n Progress)

star Trek: Deep Spate Nine (R) I |SlmpeonsS

Transition

IFrasierX

STATIONS

[Movie ...

\]jara" 11953. Drama) Marian Monroe (Behind-Screen

Movie: ... "the SVtsov HaxneJCade ,1961 Drama) Angie Dickxison

Movie:..

jonnr., Be Good 11988. Comedy! Anthony Mchaei Hal

Movie: ... 8a« to School" (1986. Comedy) Rodney Dangertievj

rER^FT

High Speed Chase iR'
"a'.: Movie

[Movie...

Ancient Inventions

[Sportscenter

[NFL Prlmetlme

Tng Retvrro* the SaWkon Dollar Man and Ihe Sonic Wo,

Movie..'.

WhoAm/' (1999 Comedy) Jackie Chan

Curse ol the Gypsies ,R

| Ancient

Inventions

Movie:..': The Man wuh One Red Shoe"(l985)

Jaor* Cnan's >'

PGA Goll CaYiafraaW Ope1Movie'

HBO

;

Emmy Awards From Los Angeles The Academy ol Te+evrsron Arts A Sciences' 50W annual ceremony (In Slereo Lrve) I

NBC News

CABLE

COM

8:30

Movie:..1. "Ar^eB^i'>eCWie»r(i994.Fanosy|C)annyOluvet I

G>
Si

8:00

STATIONS

[US Open Tennis MensFvv

m

NR I

[GVeet Ships

Justice Files' Lite n the Brg Cry

[Upright Ciliien

Otprtmaton tthittt mwhons- indttcnrT**tate.y Depns*a»on is umply a tuppretsion
of brain activity that makes lift unbtarabtt. .And evan though daprtssmn n
tao»y traatabla, only 1 m 5 evtf seeks tTHatment. Why do so many |ust oyag

[Movie:... "A League ol Ther Oun" (1992. Comedy) Geena Davis (In Stereo)!
Sportscenter

themselves along or eventually seek rtkef through sutctde? First, there's the lack
ol awareness of depression- as an illness and as the nve.it tnat rt is to each and

Sont Showdown The Sa Milton Dole/ Man and Hie Bow rVOman"

I Movie: ••'; "Cokmeo Agenda lorMurde/"(i990. Myslery) Peter Fa»
[Movie:.>'i "rhefoge"(i997]A/itnonyHopk«is R

Goin Deep

[Soccer English Premie: League - Teams to Be AiTOuncecT

;

History Undercover |R:

Tales ol Ihe Gun IntamousGuns" Sworn to Secrecy

Auto Racing

[House ol Style

Naws

■ Stan

Real World i

FOX Sports News

every one ol us.

Second, there's the uiiwarranted negative stigma attached to it

You know, the ■mental' thing, it's time to collectively tact depression To know its

True Action Adventures T

an iHness. not a weakness. And rts a

Lovekne Smash Mouth (In Stare.

CfitMtJigetM'skMKj overdue Ms

FOX Sports News

taken loo many ol us already.

tlNTGf /1TB D
r%r% C CCl/^Af
&t

"Kfc.J JlVyAi'
«

'

'997.

Great Books Thoreau s Warden
5 jOiMovie: ..'.

Space Above and Beyond I

Earth 2 tin Slereo) (Part I ol 211

Great Books iR)

Greet Books 'Waro s Repubkc" |R) Great Books "The Prince' (R)

Red Dawn 11964 Adventure) Patrick Swayze
An.mao.acs

Hong Kong
CapeFrMr"(199il

Swing Thing iR; [Swing Thing

t

Daily Show iR

Ancient Inventions

Movie. ... Ctea' aw Present Danger" (1994. Drama) Harrison Ford 'PG-13 X

Awards Post

[Clev Rocks

The last challenge
of a socially
conscious society?

i:e.. ■maalionofliw (1959 Drama' Lana Turner. John Gavn
Robin WMiams: OH the Wall .R,

NFL Football Indianapolis Cols al New England Pavots From Foxboro Stadium (lrve) I

MTV Video Music Awards ,R' (In Stereo'

;4 30)Movie:

contact the BG News Ad
Department at 372-2606
or 204 West Hall.

Auto Racing SportsCar WSC i GTS Monterey. CaM

Movie: •• Trie Clone Masfer"(i978. Science Fiction) Art HmrJe.

[Addams Family [Road Rovers

Rock n' Roll

Outrageous!

Rash Trial ol the Trickster" X

US Open Tennis (In Slereo)

IPop-Up Video

Monster Farm

Movie: "flais,noArrzona"(1987l I

Movie.••': Whar'sEarmgGiee.lGrape' (1993) Johnny Depp 'PG-13 Movie. •• •Ther\iext/ijrareK'irr(l994)Norryukr'PalMorita 'PG'X

In the Heat ol the Night i in Siereoi Movie: ••• The UslSlarfioW»''(i984| Robert Preston. Lance Guest

TOON New Scooby Doo Movies
USA Pacilic Blue Soul Males' iRI X

" "• '■

-

Breakthrough

[Movie:*; Trial by Jury'(1994. Drama) Joanne Whalley-Kilmer

Men Who Killed Kennedy Ri

Great Books The Odyssey (R)

'

NFL Football Dallas Cowboys at Denver Broncos (In tereo Lrvei X

Road Rules (Ri

Road Rules (R)

Nova Ti F
Healthweek 1

[Auto Racing NASCAR Craltsman Truck Series From Tennessee (Live) Aulo Racing: CART FedEx Champ - G P or Monterey

Movie* . Til Thete Was you "(1997) Jeanne Tnpptehorn PG-tTX

Number Ones

McLaughlin

Lawrence Welk Show

If you would like to see
your advertisement
appear here...

[Collectible Knives

Movie. ••• Our Man Ftml"( 1966. dventure) James Coburn

(11 55iMom: "Adventures-Milo

'"',

VHI

Sewing-Nancy

Home Improve. [Goll Challenge IMaior League Baseball Detroit Tigers at Boston Red Sox From Fenway Park (Live)

HIST

TNT

Movie: Survival on me Mountain" (1997. Drama) Markie Post. X
Week-Business McLaughlin

[Collectible Kmvti

fcSC'i 11' 00, Sunday NFL Countdown
FAM ReetGhoslbstrs|Ha(veytoon
HtiO

Market-Market

NFL Football Tampa Bay Buccaneeis at Green Bay Packers. From Lambeau Field (In Slereo Live) X

FoxNFLSundai

relJovie^MovieTe "Tarzan and !T» Hum
AMC
COM Movie H'I "Johnny Be Good (1988. Cor-edyl Anthony Michael Han
DISC Movie Magic (R) [Diacovery News [Strange Powers [Mystery Univ.
ENC

[US Open Tennis Men's Fvial ll^e) X

Movie: •• ''Uernovs of an Invisible Man (1992. Fantasy) Chevy Chase [Senior PGA Goll Comlon Classic - Fmai Round From Indianapoks. tUva) X

Gary Pinkel

Firing Line: F-ee Editors

Aotfl lo. .-wpproPmaa**

2cansrjtpop

Bill Bellamy

HBO

SC

6Lg lajpprrjPOras^O

Sat. Night Live

FAM

MTV

10 Wings.

8 Esroadsttbts,

un« of the Apes" (19 5)|Movi7«T^scaceTommertane7o7lhe^^
Paula Poundstone

ISecrets ol World War II (R)

12

Lg. T-topping.

Viper Tntgmal A*fair tin Stereo) S

Wild Discovery "Gator1" (R)

NASCAH

•FRITSATTSUN.
4Lg. KargPtoas £$J

Showbii Collection

Hovkce'r "Tnal0)-Jury'(1!J94.r>anui)jMnneVVhaa^-Kilmer.

Joined at Birth R,

|Auto Hacing

$

Star Trek Deep! pace Nine (R) S MadTVJC

Smbad: Brain Damaged (R)

ESPN Horse Racing Man u war Slakes |NASCAR 2Day

W4d nanny Ol.. CTI»* Ct%

Weekender*

Fantastic
FRIDAY

Potoosrsf

TV Censored Bloopers lln Stereo) News*

Movie ...

Add'l Topping S2.00

Outer Limits X

News*

Showbii Collection

{Bill Bellamy

Medium
Tf
Deep Dish ^"^
Pepperoni

|Tom and Jerry

Pretender "Bloodlines" (H) (In Slereo) X

Cops "Atlanta"

* 11

11:00 1 11:30

College Football Notre Dame at Michigan Slate (Live) X

onHeslon. Km Hunter
Cribc

w.

2-Large Pizzas

[Movie: <> "ttmandMe" (1988. Drama) Dale MrgML (In Stereo)

9:00
1

Movie: ••'.■

Large \J
1-item

Add) Topping SI.50

PMo'l Ret!!**' 'Ri

Movie: ** *£arir)Qua*e~(1974. Drama) Cakfomia is lom apart by a cataclysmic quake.

1 Super Friends

2-Medium Pizzas$9

THURSDAY

Great Books Native Son" (R)

Elvis Lives II (R) [Pop-Up Video

COM

WM Mm** CH> - CwrtM CH|

Mystery Science Theater 30O0 , R

jRobotech

WILD
WEDNESDAY

2 for TUESDAY
2-Small Pizzas «7

INews (In Stereo)

Welcome to Paradox (In Stereo) I IMovie: "Dead Fre" (1997. Science Fction) Matt Frewer. (In Stereo) X
Great Books Catch-22 " (R)

LL

Hand-tossed ■
pepperoni

lUle. Camera

The Sam ",1997 Adventure) Va! Kimer 'PG-13'I

Movie: • • "TheCon''! 1998.Drama)RebeccaDeMomay (InSlereo)I Movie:..'.. "fhePaperooy"(l994.Suspense|AieiandraPau! A

AMC

12"

Outrageous!

Sliders Asylum' i.Ri (in Slereo) I

Thunder cats

jTop 10 Countdown (In Sterei

MONDAY

Ado'I Topping SI 00

College Gameday

Movie. ... . The Big Country"(1958. Western) Gregory Peck Texas ranchers nvotve an Easterner m a water rights leud

Baywalclr nmd A

[Absolutely Fab.

ISecrotSaastMelH

IMTV Video Musk Awards (R) (in Stereo)

Football Wkly

[Waynehead

WE ACCEPT COMPETITORS COUPONS FOR LIKE PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Far.'.aste Voyape"(i966. Scence Ftfion) Stephen Boyd. Movie:**': 'TneAdvenfuresorAarbandOiis( 1989)[Movie: ..'. 'Tne!Vio)rrrc»theGnzzy'(i966)"

College Football fl,ce a! Purdue line!

SATURDAY
'>:<">

Open Early
Open Late

m

Xena: Warrior Princess (In Stereo)
Natural History Collectibles

It:** "Saints and Sinners' | '995. Drama) Damian Chapa

Beneath the Plane! ol me Apes "(1970] James Franciscus

TOON Cartoon Planet
USA

Yankee Shop

Yankee Shop

To Be Announced

Natural History Collectibles

Great Books "Great Expectations

TNT

This Old House

Master Tsai

STATIONS

•*>«■ see

MTV

Just Passin Through

Movie: * • ' Mom ana Da3 Save the Workf (1992. Comedy) Ten Garr

AMC

HIST

6 3 4 2
1616 E. WOOSTER
GREENWOOD CENTRE

College Football: Regonal Coverage

TGF Challenge

(HOC; Antiques

CABLE

ESPN

Used Cars

[Scooby Doo-

Alien Nation Fountain U Youth" X Sightings IR) lln Stereo) JL

Flintstonea X

ITex Avery"

ToonHeads

Tom and Jerry

WWF Sunday Night Heel S

Pacilic Blue Glass Houses' IR) I Silk Stalkings II

Storytellers IRI iln Slereci

Behind the Music

biiih Fair" (A)

i" Sle-ecl JL

Behind the Music Mi*. Van*
I

n

[Wind-Up Wo*
La Femme Nikila
Michael Jack.

■

.

' , «IQ>

" r- '"*< VMJW Irom SAVb (S«IKX*> AweV •*•-■*«•.'\A<Ce*^ of Eduoationi

htlQ '.Www uivc i

Greal Books The An ol War" ,fl)

Great Books

Secret KGB UFO Files P

Secret KGB UFO Fees

Space: Above and Beyond it

Larry King: The UFO Cover-Up «
IJohnny Bravo
Merc,'

R> T!

IArtist: Video

Cow t Chicken IDexter'sLab
The Net iln Slereo) X
Behind the Music' MA Van*" (R)
i

A
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The BG News
Classified
Ads

372-6977
TV BG New, .ill IK>I knowmgl) accept arfvotuenieMa
thai
tnci>»jri§e oacnrayMUoo agajmi
or aroup on *e ba«b of race, at i, cofcw.
CTCCU, telifwo. naiKMMl ongin. arxuai ortefiuiton. Ju
aMilf. «ai<M aa a vctt-ran. ot on the ban* of «ty otter
legvJty praarcted Haiui

CAMPUS EVENTS

Found: A lost dalmation in the area ol S. College near the Pop Culture House For info call
3539459

Thursday's at KAMIKAZE'S
Dimers from 7-9 pm
Dollar pitchers ail night long

SERVICES OFFERED

To al Greek woman
We apologize for the ad which ran last week. It
was an error ol misunderstanding, and we are
taking full responsibility for our actions. We
hope you accept our apology, and we wish you
the best of luck during the upcoming events

Pregnant? Free pregnancy tests.
Confidential ft caring
354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center.

Wednesday's at KAMIKAZE'S
Karaoke with Rich McheU
horn 10-2

SKYDIVE NOW. Only 10 mm. from campus at
SKYDIVE BG. Student ft group discounts
VISA ft MC accepted. 352-5200.

WANTED

Need money? Responsible enough to hold a
lob? Earn it year round at BG Country Club.
Flexible shifts. All restaurant postions. Rocket
science degree not required Apply daily k352-3100

BG Lacrosse
Players Meeting
Tuei Sept 15
9:00pm BA116
BGSU Crew Team Recruitment Meeting
Men's and Women's Teams
Wed. Sept. 9th, 7:30 pm
Olscamp Lobby - No eap needed
Class oil 999
Class 011999
Class of 1999
Senior Portraits begin Monday. Sept. uth
Don't be left out of the ttscric 1999 Key Yearbook. Portraits are taken in both your dress
dottws and a cap and gown the studio provide*. The simng will only take about IS
' minutes and your memories w>H last forever.
The low $6 lee can be charged through He
Bursar. Portraits are taken in 28 West Hall
(Basement). Please can 1-600-969-1338 m
advance to schedule a siting. "Portraits make
great Chnstmas gifts.'
DRY DOCK presents BOWL A-RAMA on Fri
Sept. 11. 1998 @ 9pm-l2am m the Student
Union Bowling Alley
"FREE BILLIARDS - FREE BOWLING"
"FREE FOOD FREE RAFFLE"
■'

_^^_______^^^^^_^^^^^__

Get Involved In Something Positive And Have
' Fun At The Same Time? Come Out and See
I What Dry Dock Is All About
* 'Monday. Sept. 14 m the Alumni Rm*
£ '(StudentUnion3rdFloor)@9:00pm*
Of deer's
ft
Advisors
Rr
cept lon/Rou ndt a We
An opportunity for officers and advisors
lo meet and kick off another successful
year with student organizations■
Wed. Sept. 16.6-8pm Community Suite, Union
Senior Portraits
Senior Portraits
Senior Portraits
Starting Monday Sept Kth Carl Wo" Studios
will be on campus taking senior portraits from
10am-6pm daily. Any senior graduating m
Dec.. May or August should attend Portraits
are taken m your dress clothes and in a cap
' and gown provided by the studio. Sessions
take about 15 minutes and the $6 sitting fee
can be charged to the Bursar Please call
1-600 969-1338 to schedule a sitting Portraits
are taken in 28 West Hall. Don't be left out of
the Historic 1999 Key Yearbook
Undergraduate Student Gov'1
. General assembly meeting at BA 116 7 30 All
are welcome.
Office 404 Student Services
Phone:372-8116
Women's Club Lacrosse
Al women interested «n playing, there will be
an informational meeting Mon . Sept 14 @
9:i Spm m the Field House

CITY EVENTS
PARTY AT UPTOWN!!!
Sunday. Sept. I3th, 1998
10pm IO 2am
1st 23 ladies only Si. 1st 23 fellas only $3. College ID or 21 ft over is required DJ"Keith
Success*' of FM 107.3 "The Juice" $5 cover
charge ALL NIGHT LONG Drink specials.
door prizes, and free raffles Come early cause
the place will be packed For information contact Kool Keith. 372-1278 or Steve Pace
352-6S39. tn celebration of Kool Keith's 23rd
Brthdayl

Found
14 kt. Gold bracelet Call to describe J.liian
2-5433 Found near sorority houses m Lot 17

Now accepting application for parttime/day-time position. Spot needed to be
filled ASAP Apply m person Luca Pizza Woodland Mall.
Part-time Student Employment
Are you looking for part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc.?
Rale ol pay is $5.15 per hour. Apply in person
between the hours of 9.00am and 5:00pm
(Mon -Fri | at: Advanced Specialty Products,
Inc. 428 Clough St. BG OH 434Q2.

HELP WANTED

CAMPUS WORLD TRAVEL
Fall tanning special
Mtlyunlim $25.00 • 352-7889

Class 0H999
Class of 1999
Class of 1999
Senior Portraits begin Monday. Sept. uth.
Don't be left out of the Historic 1999 Key Yearbook. Portraits are taken in both your dress
clothes and a cap and gown the studio provides. The sitting will only take about 15
minutes and your memories will last forever
The low $6 fee can be charged through the
Bursar Portraits are taken in 28 West Hall
(Basement). Please call i 800-969 1338 in
advance to schedule a sitting 'Portraits make
great Christmas gifts.'
Free Cash Grants! College. Scholarships.
Business. Medical bills. Never Repay. Toll
Free 1 -e00~218-90O0Ext. G-2076.
FREE HAIRCUT w< hair product purchase
Must caH for available appts. with Judy
354-5506/354-2244 Changing Times Salon
(located behind Chi-Chi's) offer expires
9/11/96.
Friday's and Saturday's
at KAMIKAZES
80*8 and 90s dance
Men! Menl
Are you interested in becoming a Presenter to
other men on the issues of Sexual Assault A
Prevention' If so. contact Barbara Hoffman.
372-2120 for further information. Deadline
Sept 15.
NOW OPEN
Columbia Sports Wear
BGSU jackets ft sweats
Yukon hiking boots
Falcon House
Cam pus Outfitters
900 E Wooster'352-3365
Across from Kohl HaN

Plastic Recyder
for Fiber ft Pipe Industry
needs part time production workers
Walking distance Irom campus
Apply in person
441 Pike Street. 353-7383

Officer's ft Advisors
Reception/Roundtabfe
An opportunity for officers and advisors
to meet and kick off another successful
year with student organizations1
Wed Sept i6.6-8pm Community Suite. Union
Recruitment Chairs
I just wanted to congratulate you on all your
hard work! You have been great to work with
Good luck this week with recruitmenti
PanheflerMc Love.
Jen
Senior Portraits
Senior Portraits
Senior Portraits
Starting Monday. Sept. 14th Carl Woil Stud-OS
will be on campus taking senior portraits from
10am 6pm daily Any senior graduating n
Dec , May or August should attend. Portraits
are taken m your dress clothes and in a cap
and gown provided by the studio Sessions last
about 1S minutes and the $6 sitting fee can be
charged to the Bursar. Please call
1-600-969-1338 to schedule a sinmg Portraits
are taken in 28 West Hall. Don't be left out of
the Historic 1999 Key Yearbook

Pemberville company seeking experienced
press operators Starting pay $7/hr. Call
Staffmark al 419 353 9425 EOE fvVF D/V
Pnnbng pressmen. AB Dick equip. Flexible
hours. Send resume to Jack Smith. 1544
ConneautAve.BG

SlOOO's POSSIBLE TYPING Pan Time.
At Home To" Free 800-218-9000
Exl T-2076 for Listings.

PT grill cook, PT bartender (evenings). Maggie's Famity Restaurant. Call 874-1543 lor
appi.

$200-11000 WMk
Process Gov't Mortages from
dorm/apl/nome. Only 1 simple form to Imish.
Anyone can do
Legit, easy $. Call
6U 470-2201.
-RESPITE CARE PROVIDERPersons needed to provide short-term, tempo
rary care for individuals who have developmental disabilities. Salary $5.501»r High
school diploma or GED required Flexible
schedule. Application deadline
9/30/98.Interested persons please contact
Family Resource Coordinator at Wood lane
School, 11160 East Gypsy Lane Road. Bowling Green. EOE.
ABSOLUTE SPRING BREAK" 2 FREE TRIPS
ON ONLY 15 SALES and EARN $$$$ Ja
maica. Cancun. Bahamas, Florida. Padre' Low
Prices1 Free Meals. Parties ft Meals' "Limited
O
f
I
e
r
1800-426-77^ Owww suns plash tours com
ATTENTION STUDENTS!
MOLTEN CORP.
436N ENTERPRISE ST
Now hinng lor (ail semester
Part Time
Less than one block from Campus
$6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 shi Its avail able
A shift: 7:00am lOOOam
B shift: 10:1 Sam-i:i 5pm
C shift. i:30pm-4 30pm
Possibility of working 2 1 /2 hours
and getting pad for 3'
354-8802

Now open Campus World Travel1
Airline tickets, spring break trips
rafting trips, skiing tnps 352-7889

The Key Yearbook is taking applications for an
academics section editor for the 98>F99 school
year Candidates should possess excellent
writing and editing skills, and be familiar with
pagemaker software. This is a paid position
with flexible hours. Call Mke at 372-6635 lor
more info or to apply

Sanitation crew needed for Greenime Produce
t Co. PT A FT hours available. Flexible schedule $6/hr Apply at: 12700 S. Dixie Hwy.
across from Portage Quarry, or call 354-1149.
SPRING BREAK'99
Cancun or Jamaica From $399
Reps wanted! Sell 15 and travel Ireel
Lowest Prices Guaranteed!
Info: Call 1 800 446 8355
www.sunbreaks.com
Spring Break '99-Sell trips. Earn cash A go
free"! Student Travel Services is now hiring
campus reps. Lowest rates to Jamaica. Mexico, and Florida
800 648 4849 or
www ststravel com
The Key Yearbook is taking applications for an
academics section editor lor the 98/99 school
year Candidates should possess excellent
writing and editing skills, and be familiar with
pagemaker software. This is a paid position
with flexible hours Call Mike at 372-8635 for
more info or to apply.
University Dining ServicesJManagement Information Specialist Primary Responsibilities:
Perform system backup of all computers (IBM
and IBM Compatibles. MAC. Reorganize hard
drives, upgrade menus, upgrade software. Assist programmer with answering user computer
questons. Delivery and pickup of GilfirvDiebold RDT registers Assist programmer
with developing Exes* Spreadsheets Otne/duties as assigned Mon-Fn to be arranged
around class schedule Pay Rate $5 90.hr
Questions7 Scott Biackwood 372-2893

354-8703
BG company seeking a second shift general
laborer. Starting pay $7 10'hr Great benefits.
Call Staflmark at 353 9425 EOE Mr D-V
BG company seeking machine operators. Stuft
premiums $7 2547 55/$7 70. Must be available lor all shifts Call Staffmark at 353-942S
EOEMf D/V.
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
NOW HIRING cooks, servers, ft drivers
Apply between 2-4 pm M-F only!
Churchill Supermarket is hinng a part-time position. Flex schedules 26625 N Dixie Hwy,
Perrysburg 672 6900
Creative, energetic person with a fitness background, perferabty certified, wanted to jom the
Holiday Park Fitness Club aerobic team Apply
at 27511 Hobday Lane Perrysburg or call
419-874-8442.
O.T.P. Familiar with Mac ft 18M. Pi or fun-time.
Flex hours. Resume to Jack Smith 1544 ConneautAve ..BG
Eastwood High School, a local high school is
looking for a varsity assl. wrestling coach for
the upcoming season which is Nov. 1 ■ March
10. Paid position. For more information, contact John Obrock (athletic director) at
41^833-3611.

SPRING BREAK PLAN NOW
Cancun. Jamaica. Mazatlan,
ft S Padre. Early bird savings
until Oct. 31. Campus sales reps
wanted Earn free tnps ♦ cash
1 800.SU RF SUP
www studenteipress com

LOST& FOUND
Found eyeglasses in the ladies restroom ol
Univ. Hall. 2nd Fl Claim m Univ Hall 214 or
call 2-9505

SUB LEASER NEEDED
Quiet Efficiency
2l5EastPoe
$230 wo. No utilities
Call Scotvevemngs
1 800 737-7572 ext. 315

'MEET NEW PEOPLE'
Join The Gavel newspaper staff' Market Bie
paper, wnte, take pictures, learn lay-out! Published once a month' Everyone is welcome to
lorn the fun I
•HAVE FUN' BUILD RESUME I*

Lawn maintenance and landscaping. Full and
pan-time positions available. No experience
necessary 354-1923

Model and talent agency is looking lor a local
model and talent booker/salesperson You
musl be sei'-motivaied and good with people.
Must be available 3-5 days a week.
419-257 9011 or 419-299-3435.

PERSONALS
ATTENTION SENIORS)!
At* you inUKMled m tMOomtng the 1996
Hom»com>ng King or Queen'' Applications are
now available in the UAO office. 330 Student
Un.on and are due Sept. 16.1998 by l2noon
"Paint the Town...Orange and Brown"

Help Wanted
Waitstaff, bartenders, and cooks. Apply m person or call 823 0014 100 W Mam St.. Has
kins. OH 43525. The Haskms Inn. 5 miles north
of BG oil state route 25
New Restaurant Opening'

Luckey company seeking 1st and 2nd shift
production workers. Starting pay $6.50/hr
Great benefits) Call Staffmark at 353 9425
EOervVFDA/

Tuesday's at KAMIKAZE S
swing coming....

Preschool-Day Care Program in home has
openings for 3-5 yr. olds. Quality child care that
is fun. safe A educational by an experienced
preschool teacher Call 354-6481

Friday, Septmeber 11, 1998

Experienced litness director for 6000 so ft
women's fitness ft aerobic facility Preferred
degree m fitness or related field A certification
Send resume to PO Box 68. Bowling Green.
OH 43402.

WAITSTAFF POSITIONS AVAILABLE DAYS
AND'OR NIGHTS APPLY IN PERSON AT
BRANDYWINE COUNTRY CLUB. 6904 SAI
ISBURY ROAD. MAUMEE
"R
Wood County Witness Assistant Coordinator.
Prosecuting Attorney Alan May berry s Office.
30 his/wk @ $9/hr. Apply 830-4:30.
354-9250 Fill by rmd-Oct.
j

FOR SALE
-I GOT THE HOOK-UP!!!
SHARP 3 CD STEREO W/REMOTE.
DOUBLE TAPE DECK. X-TRA BASS
SYSTEM, 5 BAND DIGITAL EO AND MUCH
MORE.ONLY $150.00
FISHER VHS. VCR W'REMOTE. 14 DAY
PROGRAMMABLE, ALL THE EXTRAS TOO
ONLY $50 00
BOTH ITEMS MUST SELL!
PHONE KOOL KEITH & 372-1278, LEAVE
MESSAGE.

For sale
1986 Chevy S-10 Bluer, needs work, new
ores, new Ironl end. 4WD. $800 OBO 1354-7167
For Sale
Twin Sola Bed $100
Triple Dresser $75
Seal, Twin Bed $200
Oak table and 2 chairs $450

Call 686 5197

Kenmore 1.7 cu. ft. compact relrig $50 OBO
Monigomery Ward 13" cokx TV. cable ready.
$50 060 372 6556
Macintosh Computer
Like new. 6200, CD. 32 megabytes AH upgraded w/ monitor. Clans Works 4.Ortoadedi
$700,874-1190.
PRIME STAR • lowest install pncei
Service is 100% free
Call now at 1-800-378 4968
Trek mountain bike. 22" aluminum trame
Excel, condition. $400 OBO Call 352-2535.
Ask lor Steve.
Trumpet tor sale. Used 2 yrs.
Good condition $350 or best otter
Call Kate 372-1274
Weidner workout center, like new, $200. Large
round Wooden table 14 chairs, $75. Large La
zyboy cha». like new, $75 419-833-4857

FOR RENT
1 ft 2 bdrm. furnished apts
352-7454
217 South College- 15 blocks from Hanna
Hall, 3 BR House. 12 mo lease, tenants pay an
urjl, sec. dep., parental guarantee req , no
pets. $S7Sftrio. Rent collected quarterly
Available immediately.
For more Information or to sign a lease,
contact Arbor Enterprises SI 354-2854.
Locally owned and managed
Apartment tor rent
2 BDRM furnished, lemale oriented
/Includes utilities, 353 5074
For Rent
Two bedroom apt. w/garage
Close to campus. $450/rnonth
872-9874.
Large efficiency w/ kitchen. Close lo campus.
$250rmbnth Please call 372-7246 (day)
354-8152 (night).
Roommate needed Private entrance, fridge.
$225 includes utilities. 353-6419.
Rooms avail, in BG home. Grad males pref
Please can 352-1631 or 354-6701 Leave a
messag.

8 00

SUBLEASERNEEDED
Quiet 1 or on Church St
$320/mo No sec dep. new kitchen
Man 3721261 - matthem@ognel bgsu edu

•I

Subleaser Needed Immediately
Low Rent across from campus
Call 419-698 2733

BaS
w'Student ID

• Oil Change $19.99"
'most vehicles

• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work
• Brakes
13040 Bishop M
Bowling Gteen. OH
353-2528
Free Towing if we
dothejob!

Rounders (R)
(1:10)4:20 7:10 10:00
1

There's Something About Mary (R)
(12:50)4:00 7:20 9:50

Nightly 7:009-30
Sal Sun & Wed Mat 2:00 4:30

Saving Private Ryan (R)
(12:30)4:15 7:40
Coming in October:
Friday night Frights ♦
Saturday Nighl Screams
www.cinemark com
(Matinee times) on SAT* SUN only

• VIM I OUR OFFICE FOR A
coriPi.Fii iiMiruiFOR
UMI)fU(iRAI)UATE.(iRAI)U-

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

••

319 E. Wooster Street
(Across from Taco Bell)
RENTALS--354-2260
APARTMENTS

ATE AND IWH hM<)NAi
llOtNMO' OK VIM I OUR
NEW WEBSITE.
hnpyAvvv\v.ncwlt)vcrcQllg.com
.V^VuilhriiiiiiMrrd

FOR

RENT

• 602 Second, Furn. Eft. $260. per mo.
• 602 Second. 1 BR. Furn. Apt. $300. per mo.
• 610 Second. 2 BR. Furn. Apt. $350. per mo.
• 828 Seventh, 2 BR. Unfurn. $423 per mo.

(niinMlli|o([|(C)

• 724 S. College, 2 BR. Unfum. $400 per mo.

352-5620

• 831 Seventh, 2 BR. Furn. $300 per mo.

STEAK HOUSE
I s I \ H I i s H t It

IM Souih Main Street

5

For Sale
1972 C8 350 Honda
Eicellenl shape
Low Mileage 352- 5239

10% Discount

Blade (R)
(1:00)4:10 7:00 9:40

Dead Man on Campus (H)
(12:40 2:50)5 00 7:30 9:30

Fender Max. P-baas w/ hard shell. Like new.
$270 OBO. Call Patrick or ive. message @
3532204.

Truck and Auto Repair

Schedule lor 9/11 -917

B

I 900522 2730 ■ 4556

Oorm-elte rsrrtdosrslors
2 available $50 each
Call 419-478- 2301

OPEN

1 CINEMA 5 ftaT,and

DREW BARRYMORCIKS

CARS $1004500
POLICE IMPOUNDS
Hondas. Cnevys. Jeeps. & Sport
Uolities MUST SELL I

1986 Voikswagon Golf GTA 112.200 mi , 5
spd manual, red. excel cond Too many new
pans to i'St Looks A runs great Sunroof. AC.
alloy wheels. AM-FMcass Viper alarm Florida
car. Must sell $5500 OBO 353-2177.

Experienced aerobic instructor's ft personal
trainers needed for a new women's fitness ft
aerobic facility in BG area. Certification preferred. Send resume to PO Box 68. Bowing
Green. OH 43402.

Welcome Back Students

1996 Dodge Neon, automate. 2 or coupe, oik
with grey interior, sun rool. spoiler. AMrf M
cass. stereo, excell cond. 1 owner car. well
maintained, $6500. Call 418-872-4560.

The Highlands - Graduate Housing
One bedroom Laundry realities m budding.
AX. Ouief Spacious' Reduosdl
The Homestead • Graduate Housing
One bedroom, furnished, A/C, new carpel A
paint. Liberty St Spacious 2 bdrm. residential
area, part of a house.
Highland Management
130 E. Washington St 3544036.

1984 VW Jena lor sale AC. new exhaust,
brakes, tires, bait., cassette, very dependable.
Asking $1250 Call 353 7642

Cinemark Theatres
Ncwlovc Realty Rentals
* I iKlnn FREE CiAS IIEAT.
WATER &SEWTR
* I Ixlnn w/douhk* LR & IT< ml
porch
* 11 Minn wcr downtown
business
* 2lxlm.fl.il (IAMIEAT.
WATER & SEWER
• (2) 2 IxliTi houses
*2lMlnnkA\tT<lii|ilr\
w/loajr (jonl
* .MxIrmmQiiirl
Nri(|hlX)rl««K|
* KtH<H(ilc<l<Arr<l(i\\'iil(M'n
si, ires

1987 HONDA ACCORD IX-I - 5 spd . manual,
with sunrool. power windows, power locks.
Pioneer CD player, runs great. Must sen.
»1 700.353-4527

-.

• 751 High St. 2 BR. Fum. $300 per mo.
• 849 Napoleon Rd. 2 BR. Furn. $300 per mo.

I v * /

Bowling Green

J33 2393

t

'Length lease negotiable*

E

Q
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Coach
Gary
Blacknel

Cii

■2A

Career Stats
1997 3-8 (3-5 MAC) |
1996 4-7 (3-5 MAC) I
1995 5-6 (3-5 MAC)
1994 9-2(7-1 MAC)
1993 6-3-2 (5-1-2 Mi
1992 10-2 (8-0 MAC!
1991 11-1 (8-0MAc|

Photo Provided

Ground game crucial to Falcons
□ The Falcons need to
increase yardage on
the ground in order to
open the passing game
for Bob Niemet.
The BG News
It's a simple philosophy for
the Falcon offense — find a way
to score touchdowns.
Last year. Bowling Green
ranked last in the Mid-American
Conference in scoring offense
with a mere 24 TDs and 8 field
goals for 191 points.
Right now, the Falcons are
focused on their second game at
Penn State
Coach Gary Blackney believes
the team is ready for Penn State.
The Falcons are using their three
non-conference games as stepping stones for MAC play.
The Falcons will build opportunities around a strong offensive line. Junior tackle Chad
McCarthy will lead an experienced line.
Sophomore left tackle Rob
Fehrman and junior left guard
Mark Kautzman both started all
11 games last year. Southern Illinois transfer Doug Dorley will
start at center, replacing threev.-.ir st.irlir John Kuck.

Curl is back after a broken
foot sidelined him for most of the
season.
"We have a great group of
lineman this year," Curl said.
"But, we still have competition
for starting positions available."
The offensive iine must work
with starting tailback Robbie
Hollis. Last year, BG was the
only team not to rush for 1,000
yards, averaging a league low of
23 rushing yards.
"We need to get the ball in the
end zone through the ground
and the air." Curl said. "Robbie
Hollis is an excellent back, but
we need to come together to
open holes and find ways to
score."
BG knows it can't afford to be
a one-dimensional offense.
Coach Gary Blackney believes
the running game must be established to be successful.
Last year, Niemet completed
52 percent of his passes for 1,723
yards. He is injury prone and
will need protection to survive
the season.
One trouble area for the Falcons is the receiving core. This
year, wide receiver Leon Weathersby will be a key player for
Niemet.
Receivers, sophomore Matt
Bunsey and freshman Kurt Gerling have little experience, will
be needed to make big catches.

1998 Senior Offense
mssla

lv 1

■J3f

1998
Falcon
Schedule
September
5
at Missouri
LI
12 at Penn State....n<j
26 Central Florida..nc
October
3
Ohio
nc
(Homecoming)
10 at Miami
2 pi
17 at Toledo
7p|
24 Kent
nc
31 Marshall
nc

November
7

Akron
nc
(Parents Day)
at West. Mich..l p|
at North. Ill
1

Tony
Holcomb

Leon
Weathersby

Robbie
Hollis

#88

#21

#20

14
21

Tight end

Receiver

Tailback

6-4
265

6-0
190

5-7

contents
BG Offense
BG Roster
BG opponents.
Penn State
BG Defense...

8H
■ --m

Credits
Andv
Pollack

HAdatn
jflLige

#16

■#*?

Punter

■Fullback

6-2

(5-11

190

1

|235

JSob^^
■Niemet

M#12
■Quarterback

■6-2
|200

The 1998 BO New» Foot|
Preview Issue was designed
edited by Tod McCloskey. sp
editor. Assistant sports editor!
Michael Graham, sportswrif
Pete Stella and William Sanderf
also contributed to the iss|
Denise Domanski and Kim 1
served as copy editors.
The cover photo was shot byl
Ne»» photographer. Scott Faulf
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The Bowling Green Falcons team roster

80
22

Player.
Aaron Alexander
Joe Alls

fi2S,
WR
TB

UflL
6-1
5-10

WOL
190
180

Viw/flip
So./Fr.
Fr./Fr.

13
69

C.J. Banks
Ben Baley

9B
OL

6-3
6-5

200
335

So./Fr.
Sr./Jr.

68
25

Mike Bodnar
Morty Bryce ••

OL
DB

6-3
5 11

285
205

So./Fr.
5/Sr.

35
38
28

Matt Bunsey *
Geno Burden
Khary Campbell

WR
DB
LB

5-10
6-2
6-1

170
200
215

So./So.
Fr./Fr.
So./Fr.

8

Letoskey Carey •

DL

6-3

245

5/Sr.

42
63
14

Eric Clark
Eric Curl'
Jason Dalley

FB
OL
9B

6-0
6-2
6-6

235
280
230

Fr./Fr.
Jr./So.
So./Fr.

58

Rodney Dawson

DL

6-3

265

Jr./Jr.

49

Chris Delia Vrlla

LB

6-1

225

Jr./So.

55
24

Ryan Dtepenbrock LS
WR
Ken Dobbs ■

6-3
6-0

240
170

Jr./So.
So./So.

60

Doug Dorlry

OL

6-4

295

Sr./Jr.

86
44
79

Ross Durham
D.J. Durkin •
Rob Frhrman *

TE
DL
OL

6-6
62
6-7

230
240
290

Fr./Fr.
Jr./So
Jr./So.

10
39
4

Garry Fisher
Juston Fisher
Kurt Gerling

LB
DB
WR

5 II
5-10
6-2

215
185
185

So./Fr.
So./So.
So./Fr.

27
77

John Gibson
Eric Gilbo

TB
01.

5-11
6-7

210
305

So./Fr.
Jr./So.

50

Chris Haneline

LB

6-1

225

Fr./Fr.

to

92
88
20
36

Brandon llu ks
Tonv Holcomb •••
Robbie Hollis ••
Steve Holmes

DL
TE
TB
TB

6-1
64
5-7
5-10

250
265
190
190

So./So.
5/Sr.
Sr./Sr
Jr./Jr.

19
9
47

Chris Hubbard • TB
Dana Johnson •• DL
FB
Dan Jere

5-7
62
5-10

170
265
220

So./So.
5/Sr.
Fr/Fr.

54
95

Eric Jones
Dan Kasmarcak

LB
DL

5-11
5-11

230
250

Sr./Jr.
Jr./So.

73

Mark Kaul/m.ni • OL

6-4

290

Jr./Jr.

45

Dan King "•

DL

6-1

275

Sr./Sr.

66

Greg Kupke

OL

6-3

255

Fr./Fr.

23

Godfrey Lewis

TB

5-9

170

Fr./Fr.

Adam Lige ••

FB

5 1

235

5/Sr.

2

Ilomelown/lligh School
Kokomo, Ind.
Sterling Helghts.Mich/
Stevenson
Chlllicothe. Ohio
Falrport. NY./ Falrport U.S.
Univ. of Buffalo
Boardman. Ohio
Bowmanville. Ontario/
Crestwood
Lakewood. Ohio/St. Ignatius
Cleveland Heights. Ohio
Toledo. Ohio/ Sylavania
Southvtew
Detroit. Mich/Cody U.S./
Rutgers
Zanesville. Ohio
Livonia. Mich/ Stevenson
Edmonton. Alberta/Queen
Elizabeth
Riverside. Calif./Ramona
H.S./Riverslde C.C.
North Olmstead. Ohio/St.
Ignatius
Lima. Ohio/Bath
University Heights. Ohio/
Cleveland Heights
Normal. Ill./Normal H.S.
Southern Illinois
Napoleon. Ohio
Boardman. Ohio
Byesville. Ohio/
Meadowbrook
Columbus. Ohio/Briggs
Toledo. Ohio/Bowsher
Sterling Heights. Mich /
Henry Ford
Columbus. Ohio/Beechcroft
Canton. Mich./Detroit
Catholic Centra
North Olmsted. Ohio/St.
Ignatius
Dayton. Ohio/Fairborn
Akron. Ohio/Walsh Jesuit
Lansing. Mich./Sexton
Brunswick County.
N.C./West
Brunswick H.S./Phoenix
College
Detroit. Mlch./Chadsey
Portsmouth. Ohio
Newport. Mich /Monroe St.
Mary's
Mansfield. Ohio/Madison
Valley View. Ohio/Cuyahoga
Heights
Bainbridge. Ohio/Lake
wood
Loraln. Ohio/Lakewood
St. Edward
Sterling Heights. Mich./
Henry Ford
Toronlo. Onlario/
Michael Power
Adrian. Mich.

to
26
30
43
72
62

PloyerChad Long
Sergio Lund
Brent Martin •
John Mazur
Chad McCarthy "

Pos.
DB
DB
FB
OL

JiflL
60
6-0
6 1
64
6-4

Wgt.
185
180
225
270
280

So./Fr.
Fr./Fr.
Sr./Jr.
Fr./Fr.
Sr./Jr.

LB
QB

6 1
6-2

230
200

Sr./Jr.
5/Sr.

Joe O'Neill

LB

6-2

225

Sr./Jr.

59

D.J. Owchar

DL

6-3

265

Fr./Fr.

16
41

Andy Pollock ••
Billy Price

PK
LB

6-2
6-2

190
230

5/Sr.
Jr./Jr.

Robert Redd
Shaun Rice *

WR
DB

5-11
5-10

175
180

Fr./Fr.
So./So.

31

Marty Robertson

DB

6 1

200

Fr./Fr.

74
48

Malcolm Robinson
Karl Rose

DL
DB

6-4
6-0

280
180

So./Fr.
Fr./Fr.

15

Andy Sahm

QB

6-5

215

Fr./Fr.

1
37
83

Ricky Schneider •
Jeff Schroeder
Josh Siebenhar

9B 6-2
TB 5-9
WR 6-0

210
190
200

Jr./So.
So./Fr.
Sr./Jr.

87
7
11
82

Kevin Sleinke ••
Ty Stover '
Jason Strasser ••
Will Sullivan

TE
FB
PK
WR

6-3
6-0
6-2
5-9

245
215
175
170

Jr./Jr.
Jr./So.
Jr./Jr.
Jr./Jr.

93

Abasi Thomas

DL

6-1

235

Jr./Jr.

Clyde. Ohio
Palatine. 111.
Upper Arlington. Ohio
Akron. Ohio/Springfield
Toledo. Ohio/Central
Catholic
Canton. Ohio/McKinlcy
Columbus. Ohio/
Beechcroft
Twtnsburg. Ohio/
Walsh Jesuit
Windsor. Ontario/
Assumption
Maumee. Ohio
Los Rlos. Panama/
Christobal H.S./
Hutchinson C.C.
Dayton. Ohio/Wayne
Columbus. Ohio/
Watterson
London. Ontario/
Catholic
Fostoria. Ohio
Columbus. Ohio/Bishop
Hartley
Indianapolis. Ind./
Chatard
Amherst. Ohio/Steele
Dublin. Ohio/Coffman
Falrview Park. Ohio/
Fairvlew H.S./
John Carroll
Wausau. Wis./Everest
Galena. Ohio/Big Walnut
Toledo. Ohlo/St. Francis
Wichita. Kansas/
Southeast H.S./
Hutchinson C.C.
Austin, Texas/Anderson

OL

46
12

Klnta Mitchell
Bob Niemet •••

32

33

Chauncey Turner

DB

5-10

175

Jr./Jr.

H.S./Blinn College
Ontario. Calif./Wilson

5
3

6

Trabian Turner *

DB

5-9

175

So./So.

76
91
21

Matt Tyla
Willie Watson "
Leon Weathersby •

OL
DL
WR

6-2
6-4
6-0

270
270
190

Jr./So.
5/Sr.
Sr./Sr.

94
61
57

Dennis Wendel
Jon Whitver
Casey Williams

DL
OL
DL

6-6
6-3
6-2

235
265
235

Fr./Fr.
So./Fr.
So./Fr.

17
34

Junior Williams ••
Torrance Wilson

DB
TB

5-9
6-1

185
205

Sr./Sr.
Jr./Jr.

90
51

Ryan Wingrove
Larry Witherspoon

TE
LB

6-3
6-2

240
225

So./Fr.
Fr./Fr.

70

Eric Zbinovec

DL

6-5

265

Jr./So.

H.S./Mount San
Antonio College
Palm Beach. Fla./
Melbourne
Stow. Ohio/Walsh Jesuit
Amherst. N.Y.
Los Angeles. Calif./
Hamilton H.S./
Pierce College
St. Henry. Ohio
Schofleld. Wis./Everest
Newark, Ohio/Licking
Valley
Lansing. Mich./Wavcrly
Dayton. Ohio/Wayne H.S
Riverside C.C.
Parkcrsburg. W.Va./South
Cleveland Heights. Ohio/
Si. Ignatius
Zanesville. Ohio

• letter(s| earned

Penn State defense boasts strong leader
□ David Macklin leads
a young Lion defense.
By PETE STELLA
The BG News
You could say that junior cornerback David Macklin is brim-

ming with latent
You could also say that Macklin is a vastly talented and versatile young man. In only his third
year on the Penn Slate football
team, he was an All-Big Ten candidate and deserved AU-America consideration. He is also an
important part of the Nittany

Commentary
Lions' special teams.
Macklin came to Penn State as
a tailback but was quickly
switched to defense. He has
already recorded 39 career tackles in two seasons, including 32
.• - .VAVCVVfr

solo tackles. He has emerged as
the defensive leader of the team
and his work ethic and desire to
improve his game makes him a
good role model tor other Nittany Lions to look up to and follow.
In high school, Macklin was a
star at football. He ran for over

2,000 yards and 28 touchdowns
in his career at Menchville High
School (Newport News, VA). He
also caught 20 passes for 200
yards and five scores and was a
key return specialist for his team,
with 62 returns for 900 yards and
• See MACKLIN, page 7.
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Falcons face skilled team;

IC

352-8578

UtecUs!

Season Clearance Sale
Hundreds of Bikes on Sale!
Prices good until gone!!

Cannondale • Trek • Fisher • Specialized
We need to move
ull remaining bike inventory
to prepare tor next season.
AJW Ohio's
.,
, .
most
You can save big
and still have great selection too. complete
Stop by and check us out.
BiUe sUop.
H.*.-.

.°-+c$ Sowrli M<jii\ St.

MOM

r>owK\towiA HG

&ar & G-U//

HAPPY HOURS
EVERYDAY
4PM - 9PM
32 oz. $2.00
16 oz. $1.00
AFTER 9PM
32 oz. $2.50
16 oz. $1.25
300 E. WOOSTER
354-4280

You Do THE MATH
32 oz. (ACTUAL SIZE)

1 ■

%* «<

G After Perm State,
BG faces star players
week after week.

Ui

By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
The Bowling Green football
team may think the first two
weeks of the season are tough
but they will face lot-; of talented
players week-in and week-out.
Two weeks after leaving
Happy Valley, the Falcons open
at home against the Central
Florida Knights led by Heisnian
trophy candidate, senior quarterback Daunte Culpepper. In his
career, Culpepper has completed
617-of-l,026 passes for 8,029
yards and 60 touchdowns.
A week later for Homecoming, Ohio and senior Kareem
Wilson come to town. The option
quarterback-tumed-running
back rushed for 834 yards and 12
touchdowns last year.
Following that, BG hits the
road for two crucial Mid-American Conference games against
Miami and Toledo
Miami features senior defensive end Jojuan Armour. Last
season, he had 24 tackles for a
loss and ranked sixth in the conference with seven sacks for a
total loss of 54 yards.
Leading the Toledo attack is
senior quarterback Chris Wallace. Wallace completed 53.6 percent of his passes for 2,955 yards,
27 touchdowns and a 127.3 passing efficiency.
Then, the Falcons have three
straight home games against
Kent, Marshall and Akron before
finishing with two road games at
Western Michigan and Northern
Illinois.
Kent is led by senior wide
receiver Eugene Baker. Last season, Baker had 103 receptions for
1549 yards and 18 touchdowns.
junior quarterback Chad Pennington leads the Marshall
attack. The vaunted passer completed 253-of-428 passes for 3840
yards and 39 touchdowns.
Senior defensive back Andre
McCray leads a talented Akron
defense. As one of the games
most ferocious hitters, McCray
has five career forced fumbles.
For Western Michigan, junior
quarterback Tim Lester hit 154of-268 passes for 57.5 percent on
17 touchdowns and 2160 yards.
Sophomore Ivory Bryant leads
a young Northern Illinois squad.
He was runner-up for the MAC's
Freshman-of-the-Yaar award.

^

Photo Piovidd

Last year Chad Pennington set an NCAA record with 39 touch
down passes. He set a Mid-American Conference passiri
record with 3,480 yards passing.

Photo I
Chris Wallace broke 10 Toledo records last year. He threw (a
2,955 yards. Including 27 touchdown passes. Wallace thra
for 200+ yards in 10 of 12 Rocket games.
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GOOD LUCK FALCONS!
Best Wishes For A Great Season!
There's always great deals coming your way from
The Bee Gee Book Store,
've got everything you need for a winning year!
* New & Used Texts
* School & Art Supplies
* BGSU Sportswear & Jackets
* Alumni & Parent's Sportswear
* Baseball Caps (over 60 styles!)
We also carry a complete line of
decorating items
* Candles * Banners
* Posters & Prints * Gift Items

Your complete offcampus connection

353-2252 * 1424 E* WOOSTER
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Speedy Weathersby a good catch

□ Starting kick returner Leon Weathersby is
a valuable part of the
• am.
By PETE STELLA
The BO News
I .eon Weathersby is a man of
many responsibilities
This season for the Falcons, he
is a wide receiver and one of the
top kickoff return men in the
country I asl season, he split
time at running back and in the
secondary. Not bad for a guy
who never played hij;h school
football.
Wealhershv h.is cOOte a long

way since graduating from
Hamilton High. School in Los
Angeles in 1993. He spent his
freshman season at West I us
Angeles College, where he
returned kicks and played wide
receiver That was his lirst season
of organized football.
"It has always been ad re.mi of
mine to plav college football/*
Weathersby said
He then made the trip to
Wbodline Hills, Calif., where he

excelled as a running back,
receiver and kick returner at
Fierce College.
One must keep in mind that
Weathersby was drafted in the
18th round of the 1993 major
league baseball draft by the
Kansas City Royals. He played
with the Coif Coast Royals
(Rookie League) in 1993 and
1994 and with Spokane (C lass A )
in the Northwest Rookie I eague
in 1995.
"I haven't given up on baseball," Weathersby said. "I'm living life right now day by day and
1 think of every day as a learning
experience. If my heart turns
back to baseball, I will pursue it
again, but right now, I am con
centraling on the (football) season."
Weathersby (eels thai in Saturday's loss to Missouri, the
offense didn'l get .i i nance to gel
going because mey really only
ran 37 plays.
"I fee) that the hrst three nonconference games .ire more like
stepping stones or scrimm.iges
and a gre.it learning expeneni e."
Weathersbi said. "Missouri runs
the option, Perm state plays
power football and Central Florida docs the run and shoot Ohio

plays the option well, Miami of
Ohio runs the run and shoot and
Toledo plays power football tike
Penn State. So we really see
these games as a preview of
what is to come in our MAC
(Mid American Conference) competition."
Weathersby is a great
all-around athlete with
blazing speed. He benches 350 lbs., squats 490 lbs
and does 27S lbs on the
hang clean. He also says
that his favorite pass route
rs the Streak, which is when
the receiver runs near the sideline towards the end /one. It is
like "the bomb" from the old
playground days
"He's a good .ithlete He's
strong, he cm block He's my
best bl<*« ker, lie's aggressive, he's
probably the fastest guy over
there (re.cu Ulg mips)." * id !
rxeivers coach Dino Dawson
Said "1 think if he would have
had another year, he would be a

reaUygood receiver He's kind of
learning .is he goes."
He was the third leading rush
er on the team hist war with 193
yards and also played some
defense and ended with st\ t.u k
les.

BGSU Sweatshirts, Jackets, T-Shirts, Gift Wrap,
Dry Cleaning, Tuxedo Rental, Totes!!
Sewn on Letters, Embroidery, and Silk Screening.
(Best Quality, Best Prices, Best Service
BG s Largest Selection of Fraternity and Sorority Products

Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge Street
Bowling Green, Ohio
43402
(419) 352-8333
Mon. - Thun. 10-8

If BG plans on beating
Penn State, Leon Weathersby will have to play
a huge role on offense
and on special
teams.

Frt. 10-6 Sat 10-530 Sun 12-5

Photo Provided
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MACKLIN
Continued from page 3.

seven TDs.
On defense, he gained much
notice with his 120 career tackles

and 20 career interceptions. He
ended up all conference on
offense, defense and special
teams, as well as being secondteam all-state as a defender and a
three-time all-district pick.
His high school career was

also highlighted by accomplishments in basketball and track. In
basketball, he was a four-year
starter as a point guard and
scored 1,000 career points. In
back, he earned all-district hen
ors in the 100 meters.

Macklin receives such a high
level of praise from head coach
Joe Patemo that some people see
it as strange for a legendary
coach to praise one player so
much. I'atemo speaks highly of
Macklin's accomplishments in

his first two years and expects
even better his next two years.
"The only real dominant football player we have on defense is
David Macklin," Patemo said.

■m

Ohio's Largest Selection

Music Library"
New Releases
•Deep Catalogue*
Imports^Jazz^BluesClassical* World'Pop*
Rock»Rap»R&B-Souncl
Tracks^Country^Folk

Phot) Provided
David Macklin (27) chases a fumble during last season.

'*p4CT XT
l25N.Mainft
Downtown
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

CD only $11.99

Brottvcr Cone's two
other titles arc also
available: Broil KT
Cane(577970) and
Seeds(405G4).

Welcomes Students
Back to School
<§audgr furaiturg
►Entertainment
Center

;

I9"

Boolccases

"Find it at Finders " ^1
Best Selection.
Great Prices!

•Nigfitstands
Also Lots of School Supplies

842 S. Main St.
.Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am - 7 pm Sun 12 pm - 5 pm

353-8208

I

fUJl

Gift certificates available in any amount.
352-7677 http//www.WCNET.org/~HNDERS/
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Falcons prepared for tough lion team
□ BG will be trying to
stop Perm State coach
Joe Paterno from earning his 300th victory.
By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News
If you think the Bowling
Green football team is down
after getting shutout by Missouri, think twice.
The Falcons (0-1 overall, 0-0
Mid-American Conference) are
using their three non-conference
games as practices in preparation
for conference play. And for the
second straight week, BG plays a
national-caliber team - Penn
Slate.
"There's no letdown," senior
wide receiver Leon Weathersby
said. "Missouri, Penn State and
Central Florida are scrimmage
games and are getting us ready
to play in our conference "
The Nittnany Lions (1-0) are
coming off an impressive win
over Southern Mississippi. Both
USA Today coaches and AP polls
have the Lions as the ninth-best
team in the nation.
As well as national title hopes.

Penn State also has an added
incentive to beat the Falcons Saturday at Happy Valley. Legendary Penn State coach Joe
Paterno is going for his 300th
win.
BG is well versed in centurymark wins for Paterno. The
coach earned his 200th win
against the Falcons in 1987.
Paterno said he hopes his accomplishments don't overshadow
whal the team is trying to accomplish - lo win the game.
And though Missouri battered
Ihe Falcons, Penn Slate remains
cautious of the team.
"Now, you've got to be careful
with Missouri," Paterno said.
"They look strong and well organized, but you can't judge anything by one game."
BG is hoping these non-conference games will "mm
younger players for the important MAC games. Some of the
toughest bailies for the Pakons
Saturday will be on the line.
The Falcons are undersized, in
comparison to the Penn State
offensive and defensive lines.
BG's offensive line averages
around 290 pounds, while the
Penn State short guard weighs
313.

402 E. Wooster St.
352-BUTT

Photo Provided

Senior fullback Adam Lige will bo a koy component of the Falcons running attack. Lige's ability to block for the tailback could spring a big run. Last year the Falcons used Lige as a receiver as well, catching passes out of the bockfield. Lige is one of six seniors on the offense that will
carry the load for the Falcons.

(Jfcfc
O/tf
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Bet*

TOBACCO OUTLET
Marlboro
Winston
Camel
Monarch
Kool

PRiCE/CARTON

$18.70
$15.06
$15.06
$12.14
$15.70

BRANDS

GPC
Misty
Doral

SPECIAL
3U can bowl
«5.oo
:

In
.Wood
'County

Monday p:30-I LtfOpni

'liiliiv 4-fnitr '

BUTT'S CHEAP SMOKES and FINE CIGARS TOBACCO OUTLET
BRANDS

COLONIAL LANES

PRICE/CARTON

$12.14
$13.79
$12.14

Skoal, Copenhagen, Kodiak.$2.99 can

AM cigarette! at Slaia minimum pnees. Phcas subject k> change, excluding non-Steti. white supplies last Soma pncei
reflect manufactured buy down.
urgeon Generaf a Warningr Cigarette smoke contains carbon monoxida

Special begins Mon Sept 28

Includes shoes

DRINK SPECIALS • KOSMIC BOWLING
OPEN LANES Mon-Wed After 9pm
KOSMIC BOWLING (with college ID)
Friday 4-6pm
Monday 9:30-1 lpm
(after Labor Day)

1010 North Main • 352-4637
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/f 1998 BG Football Preview^ Falcons have need for speed
□ BG's switch to a
4-3 defense will
help to defend the
pass more.
I he BG News
The Bowling Green
defense has gone through
.1 lot during the off season.
The team i8 hoping to
improve on last year's
mediocre defensive performance.

IK. finished sixth in
total defense in the MidAmerican Conference, giving up 397.9 yards a game.
By comparison, all the
MAC teams with winning
Id or.is gave up fewer than
IW , ilid in total defense.
Defense wins championships. BG knows that
and that is why the team
switched to a 4-3 defensive
formation
The 4-3 will utilize more

team speed. What does
that mean? It means more
pressure on the quarterback and a focus on stopping the pass.
"We'll see how it goes in
practice," said sophomore
linebacker Ty Stover. "I'll
play wherever they need
me, but everyone is working together on the 4-3."

and posted % overall tackles.
The Falcons main concern comes with the pass.
Lad vear, BG gave up a
third-worst
MAC
25
touchdowns through the
air. And with the league
passing more than it ever
has, covering the pass is

The la Icons will use
outside linebackers Khary
Campbell and Gary Fisher
to rush the passer and
drop back for pass defense.
Returning
starler
Joe
O'Neill will be the inside
linebacker, a key position
in Ihe 4-3.

imperative.

er will split time.

The most important
change in the secondary is
at cornerback.
Senior
Junior Williams, last year's
Starting free safety, has
moved to cornerback. On
the other side of Williams,
sophomore Trabian Turner
and junior Chauncey Turn-

The move
to put
Williams al the corner has
allowed second year freshman Chad Long to start at
free safety.
The defensive co-caption of the team, Morly
Bryce, will be the starting
slrong safety. Bryce started

seven games last year,
compiling 23 solo tackles.
The secondary is also
expecting to be more
aggressive this year. BG
only had 3 interceptions
last year. After a strong
spring the attitude and
confidence of the secondary is very high.

1998 Senior Defense

Campbell and Fisher
were named the Falcons
most improved players in
the spring, which is a si^n
of their high expectations
for the fall.
I ,isl
\e,ir
( > Will
ranked sixth in the MAC
with 15 tackles for losses

HEY
SPORTS FANS!
Pro licensed wrestling T's
* Stone Cold, Ooldbcrg. and NWO Wolfpack
Imprinted sportswear & uniforms for...
•Fraternities 'Sororities "Intramural Teams
:

*l undraiscis "Group Discounts

Full line Sporting Goods
MLB Jerseys - 20% off

THAYER
CHEVROLET - TOYOTA
SERVICE DEPT.
X. W. Oliio's On.y Recipient of trie 1997
?RES IDEN'JS A WARD
From 'Toyota Xotor Company
TKis Special' Award, is Given
.From 'Joyota Xotor Company
to Doalci sliips trial Excel' in Aft
Operationsjrom Satei to Service
to Office .Management'
:77iisis 'Toyota's MiaHest.Honor'

"Mesh, pre-game jerseys lor various teams

Among many services we provide...
* Replace In-I.ine Bearings and Wheels
*Re-Grip Baseball Bats and Tennis Racquets
*Relaee Baseball Gloves

Total Sports Source
1045 N. Main
353-3411
Bowling Green, OH
From pre-game to post-game, we've got you covered"

* Certified Trained Technicians
* Parts Department
* FREE Shuttle Service * Full line of Kintals
* Awarded Service Excellence & Presidents Award

THAYER CHEVROLET-TOYOTA
1225 N. Main St., Bowling Green
353-5751 (Jusi across from the Woodland Mall) 352-PARTS
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Williams on his own at corner
□ The three-year letter
winner is starting a
new position that will
use more of his talents.
By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BO News
Junior Williams lives on an
island where he is tested play
after play.
And if Williams gives up a big
play, he's got to shake it off and
get ready for the next.
Williams matches up with the
opponent's best receiver, play
after play.
"That's why it's called the
island," Williams said. "You've
got to be tough. If you get beat
on a play, you just have to lineup
again, shake it off and go on."
This year is the first Williams
is playing the strong side comerback. For the past three years,
Williams has played at the free
and strong safety spots. Last
year, Williams was third on the
team in tackles with 85.
His aggressive attitude is perfect on play the comerback position.
"You need to have some confidence to
play the position,"
coach Gary Blackney said. "And
there's no question that Junior
has the confidence and skills to
play the corner position."
He's considered by many to

Senior corner
back Junior
Williams barks
out signals to
the defense.
Last
year
Williams was
third on the
team in tackles with 85.

be the biggest hitter on the team.
"Junior is one of our most
physically strong players on
defense," Blackney said. "He's
very aggressive on the fit-Id and
has been an on-the-field leader
for the team."
Williams is also happy with
the move, which allows him to
use his speed. But, Williams said
he's happy that younger players
like Chad Long can get experience at the free safety position.
Williams will be looking to
earn his fourth letter this year. In
only three years, the senior cornerb.uk has earned three letters.
But, when Williams started out
here, things weren't so easy.
"I was redshirted my first four
games back in '95," Williams
said. "Now I'm a starter, so it's
been a lot of hard work."
A native of Lansing, Mich.,
Williams played football at
Waverly High School. His senior
year, he had 1,157 yards rushing
and averaged 6.1 yards a carry.
But, the Falcons wanted to use
Williams in the secondary.
His adjustment to college
wasn't easy, but Williams
believes the hard work and dedication is worth it.
"I use my emotions to get
myself and the team motivated,"
Williams said. "If we have a bad
play, 1 hear it from the fans and
the coaches, but I just keep going
and keep the team motivated."
Photo Provided

GfldBLECOMM
• OU" IOC*. CMLf TV COMOCTCN

Games for Saturday. Sept. 12th
Ch. 55 at noon • Bowling Green at Penn State
3:30 p.m. Texas at UCLA
Ch. 56 at noon - Maryland at Virginia
3:30 p.m. Florida State at North Carolina
All Games $11.95 Each (Doubleheaders only $11.95 - Must Order FIRST Game to gel second)
To Order:

Ch.55: Call 1-800-597-7782
Ch.56: Call 1-800-597-7783

BOWLING GREEN
MUSIC & SOUND
BUY • SELL • TRADE • NEW • USED
GUITARS • AMPS • ACCESSORIES
LIGHTING • DJ • PA • KARAOKE
SALES • RENTALS • SERVICE • LESSONS
FINANCING AVAILABLE
Call Us!

s 352-6612
130 E Wooster
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Missouri manhandles BG
□ BG loses its sixth
season opening game
in a row.
The BG News

COLUMBIA, Mo. - It was over
before it started for Bowling
Green Saturday night in Memorial Stadium.
On the first play of the year,
BG freshman tailback Godfrey
I ewif was stripped of the ball
and linebacker Barry Odom of
Missouri recovered on the Falcon
26-yard line.

The Tigers offense stalled, but
Tim Geiger added a 27-yard field
goal to put the team up 3-0. Missouri scored touchdowns on its
next four possessions, en route to
a 37-0 win. This is the sixth season-opening loss in a row for the
Falcons.
Missouri senior quarterback
Corby Jones was two steps ahead
of the Falcon defense all game.
Jones showed why he was the
Big 12 quarterback of the year in
American Hean

1997, throwing for 187 yards and
two touchdowns.
"He's an unbelievable athlete," linebacker Joe O'Neill, the
Falcons leading tackier, said.
"He's a playmaker. He does it
with his arms, he does it with his
legs. The.guy is just unstoppable
at times."
Part of the Tigers success on
both sides of the ball came from
the trenches. Both Missouri
offensive and defensive lines
dominated their BG counterparts.
"1 think their offensive line
was one of the best we've played
against," coach Gary Blackney
said. "They're not a one-dimensional offensive football team."
The Falcons never found a
way to stop Jones on the ground
either. The Heisman hopeful had
59 yards rushing and two touchdowns. Tigers senior tailback
Devin West averaged 7.8 yards a
carry, running for 125 yards and
two touchdowns.
The Tigers first touchdown, a

A^MH:iu^ll)n-,

62-yard strike to Kent Layman,
put Missouri up 9-0.

On the next series, BG ran the
ball on three straight plays. Fullback Adam Lige picked up one
yard, Lewis ran for three yards
and quarterback Bob Niemet ran
an option keep to the right side
for no gain.
Missouri put the game out of
reach on their next score. From
the Tigers 29-yard line, Jones led
an 8-play, 71-yard drive that
ended with the Tiger quarterback running it in the endzone
from six yards out. The touchdown put Missouri up 16-0 late
in the first quarter.
The Falcon offense was nonexistent, producing only 56 yards
for the entire game, which tied
the BG record low.
"I looked up in the fourth
quarter and we had 42 yards of
total offense," senior tight end
Tony Holcomb said. "I've never
been quite so embarrassed."

Howard's
Club M
Mo* lot It-1:10 am
' ■

S Main in 'Big Lois Plaza'
et at Stale Mm P»ce

&fe

Natural
Light
S7.99/Case

Bud
Light

$7.99/12pk.
Busch Light
$5.99/12 pk.
$10.99/Case

I I

I I

I I

I

I l\

We've Got the
Movies

Coupon
Rent a New
Release for
$2.49 and get a

Generic Title
FREE
Not valid with
other offers
Expires:

17 E. Washington St

352-4171

I I I I I I I I

354-0011
Free
Delivery

i Not Valid with any other otter, j
Expires 10-1-98 i

i 16 Bagels for
i the price of
i 1 dozen

! Deli sandwich, Bag of !
| chips, and small drink \

$3.99

Not Valid with any other offer j | Not VaW with any other offer |
Expires^O-^^j j
^pjrTCjjM-_98_J

I, Sivitin necks ilimiij: lull sludrnl teaMtMaareXpei Iran preferred urcipiivak nl e\pi riirui in vimihii pealrJnn.
m vaadaaj
iiinuiiiMii lowork («R' lull u\n with ;
tuning ai the
position nl student ma .
A A commitment 10 return lo work carh August each year
5 WiHirancsv to wrai in nil anas which aicantetccaivcjaencc IKVCS. snack hurs
and canning events
'< Mint rv willing to he "on call
ol Hcaibilit) required

BASE RATBOFFA1
$7.25 PER HOUR
WORKSHWT

wVyidays typical!) J s hour thifl*. i*..6 Mum, -t-Xpm Weekends.
m,i> work 6-H hour drift* 15-2(1 hours PIT week

A Video Superstore

Stop in and see for yourself
Closest video store to campus.

KEG
TAPS
AVAILABLE

I I

VIDEO SPECTRUM J
We're Different

eMtpfrf*'-

Qt UJFICATIONS

Pool • Video Games • Pinball

I I

i cheese with purchase of {
; 1 Bagel w/ cream
; cheese and small drink

This position amis wild IIR- Lead Cook in the absence ot a Food
Operation* Manage! in uipervtainn <>i student employee* in fond
ration^ .tiui ren Ice -in*.!-- Knowledge in all areas ol income tnd ■wento*
r> EQectiverj delegates respomfeinl) Exhibit* good comonmicalion
and leadership \killvoral and whiten Enthusiastic inward*, job. molt
vales sell and etuplovees Display* ;JI*H1 public relations Has thorough
knowledge ol all tomt and beverage new offered on the menu Km»v»*
and i»i»is in tt*c principles, nl lood Mutilation, personal health, cleanliness,
time management, fire prevention, accident prevention, and thefl ■
lums Deals wMi emergencies

Thursday
SUGAR BUZZ
Friday
SWEET WILLY
Saturday
EVOLOTTO/SLEDGE
Wednesday Sept. 23
Live from San Francisco
POUND SIGN
+
AISLER'S SET

A I

! 1 Free Bagel with cream i

HELP WANTED
FOODSERVICE MANAGER II
POSITION AVAILABLE
UNIVERSITY DINING SERVICES
JOB SUMMARY

l»«S-lll0oin

MIKE'S
PARTY MART

statistics from Game #1

Net Rushing Yards - BG 17, UM 340
Net Passing Yards - BG 39. UM 204
Total Offensive Plays/ Yards - BG 35/56. UM 88/544
Time of Possession - BG 18:36. UM 41:24
Number of Punts/ Yardage - BG 9/401, UM 4/183
Sacks By-BG 1-1. UM3-28

Oct. 15 1998

TO APPLY
Submit resume with current Bowling (men Green phone nunihei and three
professional references to
Barbara I nsrean. v-isum Difectoi
It (i s I Dining Services
209 Centre* Banding
Bowling Green oiuo-iuin
DINING
Phone Nil (41V) 172 2891
SERVICES

BENIFITS
Scmcstci Retention
Employee Meal Discounts
Merit Raises
Oreat Resume Buikki
Employee Resignation
Now Friends.
Prumotioni
Clothmi! Allowance
M'l'l ICATION DLADI.INI:: M.MKhy SqMcmlvi 14. IWK

r«2

Friday. September 11, 1998

The BG News

page 12
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SUPPORT THE
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
•

FOOTBALL FALCONS!

•■*«

SEE US FOR BGSU SOUVENIRS
T-Shirts
Shorts
Jackets
BGSU Seat Cushions
Sweatshirts
Mugs
Pennants & Flags Baseball Caps
Kids' Clothing Glassware BGSU Blankets Decals
And Other BGSU Merchandise...

University
Bookstore
A

r\ r\ r\

Conveniently Located On Campus
Main Floor Student Services Building
Regular Hours:
8:00-6:00 Monday-Thursday
8:00-5:00 Friday
9:00-5:00 Saturday

«r

D\S(*^

charge

Go Falcons!

GOOD LUCK COACH GABY BLACKNEY AND THE 1998 FOOTBALL FALCONS!

